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Three goals were associated with completion of this grant.  

Goal 1.  Develop an EPA Region 7 Wetland Program Plan for Kansas.
Goal 2.  Apply topographic wetland identification process (TWIP) to a potential heritage stream watershed and 
an impacted watershed in a comparative study to identify relationships between healthy streams and healthy 
wetland and riparian areas.
Goal 3.  Develop Heritage Stream Conservation Policy Paper for adoption in the Kansas Water Plan. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Goal 1. A Wetland Program Plan (WPP) for the state of Kansas detailing recommended activities for the next 
five years was developed and approved by EPA Region 7 in March 2013.  The benefit of the plan has already 
been illustrated by approved funding for our most recent EPA Wetland Program Development Grant (WPDG) 
application which was developed to specifically address two of the recommended actions in the WPP.  Also, 
grant applications funded by sources other than EPA have been written to address other recommended actions 
in the WPP. We expect that future grant applications for funding from WPDGs and a variety of other sources 
will seek to implement additional recommended activities contained within the WPP.  

An additional benefit is increased coordination for wetland activities among agencies and non-profit 
organizations. We already had an ongoing coordination process that was utilized in development of the WPP 
and served to focus planning efforts towards articulated goals agreed upon by all stakeholders. The WPP has 
been distributed to additional stakeholders and adhering to the goals in the plan is ongoing. Having the WPP 
has institutionalized state efforts and brought additional partners on board.

Goal 2. Shortly before the application for this grant was developed, the Kansas Department of Health and 
Environment (KDHE) had completed a desktop evaluation of numerous Kansas streams to identify the highest 
quality streams in the state.  The intent of this work was to develop policies and programs to protect these 
streams from further encroachment of threats and to maintain them in as high quality condition as possible,
preserving them as important reference or heritage streams.  Our idea was to strengthen wetland and riparian 
conservation by demonstrating a relationship between high quality streams and the presence of high quality 
wetland and riparian areas in their watersheds.  This would in turn become one of the tools for protection of 
high quality streams.

Through consultation with KDHE staff and the WARP Team, a HUC 10 watershed in the Flint Hills region of 
the state was selected as the study location.  Selection of the study watershed for this grant was limited to where 
LiDAR data were available since our Topographic Wetland Identification Process (TWIP) is LiDAR-based and 
would be used to locate the wetlands in the watersheds.  Within the entire HUC 10 watershed, various degrees 
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of disturbance were demonstrated by the evaluation and three streams were chosen for a comparative watershed 
study.  The highest quality, least disturbed stream (according to the KDHE disturbance index and identified by 
KDHE as a potential heritage stream), was Four Mile Creek and two additional, more disturbed streams, Bluff 
Creek and Rock Creek, were chosen for comparison. We had high hopes of demonstrating a relationship 
between high quality streams and one or more characteristic of wetland and riparian areas that would correlate 
with those high quality streams (see grant report discussion for a more thorough discussion of these potential 
relationships).  

We were not able to establish a statistically valid relationship.  Most of the wetlands and riparian areas 
evaluated were in fair to poor condition in all three watersheds.  Functional assessments of these wetlands 
demonstrated low function for most of the parameters assessed. Riparian areas in all three watersheds also were 
found to be degraded and in need of management. Factors that likely contribute to our findings of no significant 
relationships between healthy wetlands and riparian areas and healthy streams include:  the chosen potential 
heritage stream (Four Mile) was not as high quality as the desktop disturbance index analysis had predicted; the 
Flint Hills region does not currently contain many high quality wetlands and many have already been lost;
riparian areas proved to be more impacted by cattle and other agricultural activities than expected in all three 
watersheds, not enough sites were evaluated for thorough comparison, and reliance on voluntary landowner 
access to field sites skewed where field verification and forest plots were located. The extensive application of 
the TWIP and riparian inventory results are discussed in the report.

Nevertheless, we did add to our ability to interpret TWIP results, especially in flood plains, which was the focus 
of this study.  We were able to further enhance its utility by developing and applying a Flood Frequency Extent 
metric into the tool which has led to greater understanding of our floodplain wetlands, their occurrence, quality,
function and extent. The presence of hydric soils along many of the streams demonstrates that riparian areas in 
the past likely supported extensive riparian wetlands that have been lost due to stream incision and 
disconnection with the floodplain. These efforts will continue to provide better information about connectivity 
of our streams and wetlands and may assist in developing better protections for them.  It will also help in our 
stream restoration efforts.  We also unfortunately found that many of our potentially highly functional wetland 
and riparian areas are degraded and functioning at a low level.  The good news about this is that there is great 
potential for improvement, and if restoration and management are accomplished systematically, we have the 
ability to improve our watersheds and restore them to much better condition.

Goal 3.  Goal 3 was to “Develop a Heritage Stream Conservation Policy Paper for Adoption in the Kansas 
Water Plan”.  This goal was established as a result of an EPA Healthy Watersheds Initiative Demonstration 
Grant developed and completed by KDHE.  The desktop phase of this project was completed in July 2011 and a 
subsequent EPA grant funded field verification of the watershed disturbance index which generated scores 
based on physical, chemical and biological characteristics of properly functioning streams.  The most likely 
candidates of “least disturbed” or heritage quality Kansas streams were identified and field verification was 
initiated and completed in the spring, summer and fall of 2011 and 2012.  One result of this effort was to be 
development of institutional protections for the verified high quality streams. The mechanism to accomplish this 
was to be development of the Policy Paper. 

There is a procedure for development and adoption of policies into the Kansas Water Plan (KWP). This 
procedure includes the following steps:  Development of a Concept Paper; Development of a Background 
Paper; Development and Public Review of a Draft Policy; Development and Public Review of a Final Draft
Policy; and Adoption of the Policy Paper into the Kansas Water Plan.  The first step, development of a Concept 
Paper, was accomplished and presented for approval at the January 2012 meeting of the Kansas Water 
Authority.  The next step was to be development of a more detailed background paper.  During the field season 
of 2011 - 2012, through interaction with numerous WRAPS groups, agencies and private landowners (detailed 
in the discussion of Goal 3 below in the main body of the report) it became apparent that government oversight 
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of these high quality streams, which the policy paper would represent, was not going to be effective at achieving 
the goal of increased protections for them.  The formal procedure for policy paper development was 
subsequently replaced with the development of recommendations for future protections included in the final 
report for the KDHE/EPA Health Watersheds Initiative project.  These recommendations are included below. 
The intent remains to promote institutional protections, but the vehicle has changed from formal policy adoption 
to incorporating the recommendations into the five year update of the Kansas Water Plan where some of these 
recommendations will be included as strategies to achieve priority goals for the KWP over the next five years.

Rather than being a stand-alone Policy Paper, recommendations will be included in several sections in Volume 
III: Water Plan Goals and Priorities. There are:  Reducing our vulnerability to extreme events; Improving our 
state’s water quality; Conserving and extending the High Plains aquifer; Improving recreational opportunities 
for our citizens; Improving and maintaining our state and local infrastructure; and Sustaining our reservoirs.
Wetland and riparian area protection, enhancement and restoration, along with preservation and protection of 
high quality streams and watersheds, will play important roles in achieving all of these goals.

FINAL REPORT

Goal 1. Develop a Wetland Program Plan.

Shortly after approval of the CD#97731701 grant, several presentations about development of the WPP were 
made to interested groups including attendees at the Kansas Water Authority, Kansas Natural Resource 
Conference, Basin Advisory Committees, the 404 Coordination group, the Playa Lakes Joint Venture committee 
and the WRAPS Work Group.  There was broad concurrence that development of the WPP would benefit and 
focus future wetland work in Kansas.  

The KWO project manager performed an extensive review of past Kansas wetland documents, research, 
recommendations, policies, educational materials and plans.  Several representative WPPs from other states and 
EPA regions, which included a wide variety of formats and content, were also reviewed.  The original intent for 
development of a WPP for Kansas was to create a new document that would bring together all of the above 
reviewed work.  During the literature review it became apparent that this approach would be redundant and that 
a better approach would be to update several documents prepared in the past based on recent activities, develop 
a KWO Wetland page, and to make the updated information available on the KWO website.  Currently there is 
not much information about wetlands readily available on the website so this would be a big improvement for 
the program.  Specifically, the documents to be updated were those products from the Wetland and Riparian 
Areas Plan (WRAP) that date back to the early 1990s.  

To this end, staff began working on getting these documents into electronic format so that they would be easier 
to edit and update.  When originally produced, these documents were developed and vetted by a large user 
group of federal, state, local and non-profit partners.  One of the volumes in this series contains goals, 
objectives and strategies to implement wetland program components.  Many of these are still valid and some 
have been accomplished.  The current WARP Team, which includes representatives from agencies of most of 
the original authors, continued to be consulted to evaluate which of these goals, objectives and strategies would 
be retained, updated, or removed.  

In addition to this body of information produced in the WRAP project there were three additional significant 
sources of wetland information and recommendations.  These are the “Wetland and Aquatic Resources Plan 
Framework (KAWS 2008)”, the KWO Policy Paper “Enhanced Stream Corridor and Wetland Management to 
Address Reservoir Sedimentation (KWO 2008)” and the Playa Lakes Joint Venture “Conservation Initiative 
Scoping for Kansas (PLJV 2011)”.  Each of these documents also contains goals, objectives and strategies to 
some degree and with various focuses.  
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The project manager met with representatives from Region 7 in June 2012 to discuss a modification to the 
original plan of creating a new document summarizing all of the wetland and riparian information available for 
the state.  With this proposed modification, all of the current recommendations from the above four primary 
documents would be organized under the four EPA Core Elements: Monitoring and Assessment, Voluntary 
Restoration, Regulation, and Water Quality Standards for wetlands. The WARP Team and other stakeholders 
would have the opportunity to review this organization and format, and especially the content, to provide 
feedback and come to consensus on which of the recommendations should be retained and what new ones 
should be added.  Once consensus was established each recommendation would have a timeline for 
accomplishment and identification of potential funding sources to accomplish it.  This then would become the 
Wetland Program Plan for Kansas.  

In addition, a wetland page on the KWO website would be developed and populated with updated information 
from the WRAP documents, along with additional current material. 

EPA personnel agreed that this approach would meet the requirements of Region 7 for an approvable WPP and 
that the streamlined approach would facilitate review and comment.  

A Vision Statement for Kansas wetlands was developed along with five goals.  The Vision Statement is:

Protect, enhance and restore our wetland resources to be able to support the wealth of services that wetlands 
provide to the citizens and visitors of Kansas.

The five primary goals to fulfill this vision are:

Goal 1. Increase the knowledge base about Kansas’ wetland systems through surveying, monitoring, research, 
and assessment to establish wetland condition, identify trends, and the causes and sources affecting wetland 
change. (EPA Monitoring and Assessment Core Element) 

Goal 2. Promote public awareness about the value and importance of wetlands through coordinated programs of 
education and information. (EPA Voluntary Restoration Core Element)

Goal 3. Develop and maintain a wetland program, including a geospatial database, to track historic wetland 
loss, new wetland gain, wetland compensation and other wetland areas, and use the database to assess and
evaluate progress. (EPA Monitoring and Assessment Core Element)

Goal 4. Identify and protect important wetland systems through fee acquisition, conservation easements, or 
other tools for long term conservation. (EPA Voluntary Restoration Core Element)

Goal 5. Provide effective and responsible levels of protection and restoration of Kansas’ wetlands through 
continued implementation of the existing regulatory program. (EPA Regulatory Core Element)

Two of the goals address the EPA Core Element Monitoring and Assessment, two address the EPA Core 
Element Voluntary Restoration and Protection, and one goal addresses the EPA Regulatory Core Element.  The 
Water Quality Standards for Wetlands Core Element was not included as a goal because consensus was that this 
activity would not be accomplished in the next three to five years.  However, wetland water quality data would 
continue to be collected to serve as a foundation for standards development should the state decide to pursue 
this in the future and these actions are included in the WPP.  The Vision and five goals were presented to and 
discussed with the Kansas Water Authority and WRAPS Work group and agreement was reached that these 
statements adequately summarize Kansas wetland concerns and priorities.
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The next step was internal review by state agencies of the content of the recommendations to be associated with 
each goal.  All of the 72 recommended actions summarized from the above four primary documents were 
organized into a table under the relevant goals.  Some of the recommended actions had been accomplished and 
were removed from the table. Some were deemed to be redundant and were rephrased into one action to capture 
the primary intent.  Some were no longer relevant and were also removed.  The remainder were organized as 
described above and reviewed by several agencies and interest groups.  

After comments and suggestions were incorporated (and a few additional actions included), the primary 
responsible agency for each action, the planned activities that could occur during the three to five year time 
frame, potential partners to accomplish the activity and finally potential funding sources were identified.  After 
final review by key partners, including the Kansas Water Authority, the draft plan was submitted to EPA 
Region 7 in January 2013.  KWO received notification of Wetland Program Plan approval by EPA in March 
2013.

This streamlined approach to Wetland Program Plan development did not require the amount of funding 
originally contained in the grant budget for this activity. Most of the remaining funds were used to update the 
WRAP documents discussed above that will be the foundation of the new wetlands webpage.  The documents 
were broken down into manageable topics, redundancy was removed, and a web based format was developed 
that would provide links to the documents under relevant topics.  The updated information and the draft format 
were reviewed by an outside consultant for accuracy and ease of use.  As of March 2014, the website is almost 
ready to go live on the Kansas Water Office webpage.  This will provide a vast amount of general information 
to the public and technical information to wetland practitioners.  

The approved Wetland Program Plan for Kansas is attached as Appendix IV to this report.

Goal 2.  Apply wetland identification process method to a Heritage Stream Watershed and an impacted 
watershed in a paired study.

1.0 Introduction
This goal seeks to define the role of healthy wetlands to healthy watersheds and streams by comparing a 
potential high quality stream watershed with two more impacted stream watersheds. Heritage streams are also 
described as reference or least impacted streams, but in the context of the Kansas Program, we use the term 
heritage streams. A project to identify heritage streams was funded by an EPA Healthy Watersheds Initiative 
grant to the Kansas Department of Health and Environment (KDHE). Field work by KDHE staff took place in 
several pilot heritage watersheds to verify results of watershed disturbance index score data generated as part of 
the grant which identify heritage (reference, least impacted) watersheds throughout the state with the highest 
potential to support physical, chemical and biological characteristics of properly functioning streams. 

1.1 Grant Objectives
Several measures are being considered to protect and maintain the physical, chemical, and biological condition 
of these exceptional waters. These measures include (1) enhanced monitoring of heritage streams; (2) 
designation of heritage streams as either exceptional state waters or outstanding national resource waters; (3) 
development of total maximum daily loads for selected heritage streams using the anti-degradation provisions 
of the Kansas surface water quality standards; (4) establishment of in-stream flow protection (minimum 
desirable stream flows) for heritage streams pursuant to State water appropriation law; (5) wider utilization of 
conservation easements and other incentive-based programs for protecting and improving the condition of these 
waters; (6) incorporation of heritage streams in watershed management plans developed pursuant to the Kansas 
Watershed Restoration and Protection Strategy (WRAPS); and (7) inclusion of the above goals in the KWP, the 
state’s overarching water resource planning document. 
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The current heritage stream evaluation and the wetland evaluation work within the heritage stream watershed 
and a non-heritage stream watershed presented a unique opportunity to leverage both projects to inform state 
stream and wetland protection work. We wanted to answer the following questions through application of the 
topographic wetland identification process (TWIP) to compare watersheds: 

Do heritage stream watersheds also contain high quality wetlands? 
What is the relationship between high quality wetlands and high quality streams in a watershed? 
What is the relationship of stream/floodplain connectivity to the occurrence of wetlands? 
What is the relationship between high quality floodplain associated wetlands and high quality riparian 
areas condition? 
What wetland characteristics are most influential in resulting in high quality streams? Wetland water 
quality, functional characteristics, number of wetlands, sizes and types of wetlands, relative cover of 
wetlands in watershed and possibly other factors will be considered. 

 
1.2 Inventory Area and Study Area

The inventory consisted of nine HUC-12 watersheds identified as the Rock Creek-Neosho HUC-10 (Figure I-1
in Appendix I, part 1).  This is the HUC-10 located along the Neosho River immediately south of Council 
Grove Lake in Morris County.  It is comprised of parts of Wabaunsee, Lyon, Morris, and Chase counties.

The study area was selected by KDHE and the WARP team (Figure I-2 in Appendix I).  Upper and Lower Four
Mile Creek HUC-12 watersheds were selected due to the identification of Four Mile Creek by KDHE as a 
“Heritage Stream” using results from the KDHE Disturbance Index (KDHE-DI) (KDHE 2010, KDHE 2013).  
Detailed methods regarding GIS variables used to calculate KDHE-DI scores and to select potential “Heritage 
Streams” can be reviewed in KDHE 2010 and KDHE 2013. Bluff Creek, Upper Rock Creek, and Lower Rock 
Creek HUC-12s were selected since they had a range of slightly higher KDHE-DI values compared to Lower 
Four Mile Creek, but mainly to make comparisons among watersheds located in close proximity to each other 
with a reasonable degree of variability in KDHE-DI scores.  It should be noted, however, that overall KDHE-DI 
values for all three creeks were low to moderate compared to the greater ecoregion and state-wide KDHE-DI 
values, and were variable across their HUC-12 boundaries (Figure I-3 in Appendix I) owing to differences in 
GIS variables used to calculate the cumulative KDHE-DI scores for subwatersheds.

2.0 Methods & Results

2.1 Wetland Inventory (TWIP 4.0) & Method Improvements
TWIP has been improved since its inception according to the refinements described in previous reports (KWO 
2011, KWO 2013, Houts et al. 2011a, Houts et al. 2011b), progressing from TWIP 1.0 to TWIP 3.1.  Additional 
refinements were identified and incorporated in the methods as part of the 2011 WPDG leading to TWIP 4.0.  
TWIP 4.0 included the following refinements:

1) Known bridge and culvert locations were breached in the LiDAR to eliminate associated “berm” effect at 
these locations;

2) Active channel width of streams was masked out of final TWIP inventories to distinguish floodplain 
wetlands from channel “noise;”

3) Pond extents were mapped and masked out of final TWIP inventories to distinguish ponds from pond fringe 
wetlands and other wetland types.

4) Additionally, a Flood Frequency Extent (FFE) tool capable of evaluating the connectivity of stream 
channels to floodplains at variable flood recurrence intervals was developed, and will be discussed more in 
Section 2.2.
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To eliminate the “berm” effect identified in earlier versions of TWIP (TWIP 1.0 to 3.1) at roadsides where 
drainage paths intersected roads (usually bridge and culvert locations), the LiDAR digital elevation model 
(DEM) was breached in identified locations.  Through an iterative process of visual inspection and sink 
(depression) mapping, substantive flow barriers that resulted in ponding were identified during the process of 
creating a depression-less DEM (or filled DEM) to use for the analysis. Typically these barriers corresponded 
with bridge and culvert locations. At each identified instance, we manually digitized a breach line and then 
applied GIS procedures to modify the DEM (i.e., puncture the depressions) and eliminate the undesirable flow 
barrier effects.

Stream channels were mapped by first determining flow direction and flow accumulation using the filled 
LiDAR DEM, according to conventional GIS procedures.  Flow accumulation was used to identify stream 

draining to it was called a “stream.”  Each pixel in the
iteratively converted from a raster to a line to identify the stream pathway line.  Stream pixels were also 
converted to points moving by 2 m pixel increments (LiDAR resolution), from upstream to downstream starting 
at the headwaters of “streams.”  Using the regression equation, BkfW (ft) = 20.04 * [Drainage Area, mi2]0.3743,
the one active channel width (1 ACW) extent was mapped for stream lines by calculating a 0.5 ACW buffer for 
each point along the stream pathway.  This 1 ACW stream channel extent was erased from the TWIP 4.0 
wetland inventory to eliminate in-stream “noise” from the wetland inventory, so stream channel extent could be 
considered separately from wetlands.

Ponds were mapped using two datasets. First, the water body polygon layer from the USGS National 
Hydrography Dataset (NHD) was extracted for the study area. Second, hydro-flattened pixel sets were identified 
in the DEM, and the boundaries from disconnected sets were converted to polygons. Both layers were used for 
pond identification.  Ponds were erased from the TWIP 4.0 wetland inventory so only pond fringe was 
identified as a PWA or LWA, and the pond layer was used to identify ponds separately from wetlands. 

Figure I-4 presents an inventory of all the wetlands in the Rock-Neosho HUC-10 and study area which were 
identified by TWIP 4.0.  Table I-1 presents an inventory of all wetland acres occurring within Rock Creek-
Neosho HUC-10 and within the study area (see Appendix I, part 2).

Within the study area, Upper Four Mile, Lower Four Mile and Bluff Creek had the highest percentage of total 
wetlands (Potential Wetland Areas (PWA) + Likely Wetland Areas (LWA)) in their watersheds, but only by 
0.3% or less.  Lower Four Mile Creek had the highest percentage of LWAs.  However, the difference in total 
wetland percentage among the study area watersheds was only 0.3% and 0.4 % for LWAs.

2.2 Flood Frequency Extent Flood frequency extent (FFE) was determined using a variety of integrated 
inputs.  First, a HEC-RAS model was developed for each of the major tributaries in the study area. Existing 
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) rural regression equations were used to estimate discharge for various return 
periods (specifically, 2-yr, 5-yr, 10-yr, 25-yr, 50-yr, 100-yr, and 200-yr) for each modeled tributary. Using these 
input discharges, the HEC-RAS models were run and cross-sectional water surface elevations (WSEs) were 
obtained. These WSEs were converted to Depth-to-Flood (DTF) values, which were then used to map different 
return period inundation extents using the Segmented Library of Inundation Extents (SLIE).  The stream 
pathway lines (described in the previous section), are partitioned into segments to use for processing in the 
FLDPLN model. Confluences in the stream pathway define initial segment breaks, and this is followed by 
further subdivision using a maximum segment length criterion and a maximum flow accumulation change 
criterion. Once the final stream segmentation is complete, the SLIE is developed by applying the FLDPLN 
model to each individual stream segment. For more information on FLDPLN model, please refer to Kastens 
2008.   The output from each FLDPLN application is a segment-specific SLIE, and the SLIEs from all of the 
segments collectively form the SLIE for the study area. All of the FLDPLN-based inundation extent maps were 
derived from the study area SLIE.
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Figure I-5 presents the FFE for the Rock-Neosho HUC-10 and the Study Area.

2.3 Wetland Inventory and Flood Frequency Extent

TWIP 4.0 wetland polygons were intersected with 2-year, 5-year, and 10-year FFE polygons. Field verification 
of floodplain wetlands by FFE will be discussed in Section 2.8.2.  Table I-2 presents a wetland inventory for 
study area watersheds by FFE.

Evaluation of floodplain wetlands associated with variable FFE indicated that Lower Rock Creek had the 
highest percentage of floodplain wetlands (total of 2- to 10-year FFE wetlands) followed by Upper Rock Creek 
and Upper Four Mile Creek.  Most of Upper Four Mile Creek and Upper Rock Creeks floodplain wetlands were 
in the 2-year FFE, indicating that they were likely functional wetlands.  Bluff Creek had a relatively high 
percentage of 2-year FFE wetlands, but overall a low percentage of total wetlands.  Lower Four Mile Creek had 
the lowest percentage of floodplain wetlands and a relatively low proportion of them were in the 2-year FFE.

2.4 Riparian Forest Inventory 
Riparian forests were identified by heads-up analysis of Bing Imagery in ArcGIS 10.2.  A polygon was drawn 
around all forested areas, including tree-seedling-shrub transitional zones, to map all forested areas occurring 
within two active channel widths (2 ACW) of a one active channel width (1 ACW) stream channel. Figure I-6
presents an inventory of all riparian forest occurring with the Rock Creek-Neosho HUC-10 and study area.  
Table 1-3 presents an inventory of all riparian forest occurring with the Rock Creek-Neosho HUC-10 and study 
area.

The Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) was calculated from 2012 National Agricultural Imagery 
Program (NAIP) color infrared photography according to the following formula: (NIR – Red)/ (NIR + Red).

NDVI imagery was clipped to the 2 ACW riparian forest boundaries less the 1 ACW stream channel.  NDVI 
was converted to a digital number ranging from 0 to 255.  Digital numbers from 0 to 215 were classified as less 
than 70% forest cover, according to previous methods employed by the Kansas Forest Service and Blue Earth 
(KFS 2014).  Riparian cover based on NDVI was calculated for the study area.  Figure I-7 and Figure I-8
present riparian forest cover occurring within the study area.  Table I-4 presents acres and percentage of riparian 
forest cover categories occurring within the study area.

Percentage of riparian (2 ACW) forest acres by watershed were the lowest in Upper Four Mile Creek (352
acres, 1.4% of watershed) and highest in Lower Rock Creek (701 acres, 2.4% of watershed).  Cropland in the 2
ACW riparian area was highest in Lower Rock Creek (26.9%) and Lower Four Mile Creek (15.7%).  Grassland 
in the riparian area had the highest proportion in Upper Four Mile (31.1%), Lower Four Mile (26.9%), and 
Bluff Creek (25.3%).   Dense forest cover (>70% cover) in the riparian area was lowest in the Upper Four Mile 
Creek (35.7%) and Lower Four Mile Creek (27.9%). 

Four Mile Creek was selected as a “Heritage Stream” over Bluff Creek and Rock Creek.  However, riparian 
forest area or dense forest cover do not appear to have been a driver for that designation as indicated by the 
above results.

2.5 Riparian Forest Inventory & Flood Frequency Extent
The intersection of riparian forest polygons occurring within 2 ACW buffers of 1 ACW channel was calculated 
for 2-year, 5-year, 10-year, and greater than 10-year flood frequency extents.  “Proper Functioning Condition” 
of riparian resources was assessed according to categories identified by the Stream Visual Assessment Protocol 
(USDA 1998) and the Proper Functioning Condition method (USDA 1998). The categories identified were:
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1) Riparian forest  in 2 ACW buffer of 1 ACW stream with 2- to 5-Year FFE = Proper Functioning 
Condition

2) Riparian forest  in 2 ACW buffer of 1 ACW stream with 5- to 10-Year FFE =At-risk Functioning 
Condition

3) Riparian forest  in 2 ACW buffer of 1 ACW stream with > 10-Year FFE =Non-functioning Condition
4) Cropland in 2 ACW buffer of 1 ACW stream regardless of FFE = Riparian vegetation establishment
5) Grassland or Other in 2 ACW buffer of 1 ACW stream regardless of FFE = Further 1Evaluation

Table 1-5 presents an inventory of riparian forest by flood frequency extent for study area.  Table I-6 presents 
the acres of functional categories of riparian forest according to FFE for the study area.

Comparison of riparian forest area by flood frequency extent and riparian category area indicated that Bluff 
Creek and Lower Rock Creek have the lowest percentage of riparian forest in the 2-year FFE, and Upper Four 
Mile Creek, Upper Rock Creek, and Lower Four Mile Creek have the highest percentage However, Lower 
Rock Creek has a significant amount of riparian forest in the 2- to 5-year FFE, so all watersheds except Bluff 
Creek have comparable properly functioning condition (PFC) riparian forest.  Lower Rock Creek and Lower 
Four Mile Creek have the most acres of riparian area in need of establishment.  

Four Mile Creek was designated as a “Heritage Stream,” but analysis of riparian forest by FFE and functional 
category indicates relatively similar resources among the watersheds, except for Bluff Creek.  Additionally, 
Lower Rock Creek and Lower Four Mile Creek have the most cropland located within the riparian area, 26.9% 
and 15.7%,, respectively, indicating more potential for stream degradation than the other watersheds.

2.6 Comparison of Wetland and Riparian Resources to KDHE Disturbance Index (KDHE-DI)
Acreages of TWIP 4.0 wetlands were totaled for each KDHE-DI subwatershed in the Rock Creek-Neosho 
watershed.  Additionally, acreages of riparian forest were totaled for each KDHE-DI subwatershed in the Rock 
Creek-Neosho watershed. A Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated to evaluate linear relationships 
between the cumulative KDHE-DI score and TWIP wetland acres and 2 ACW riparian forest acres, 
respectively. The Pearson correlation coefficient for cumulative KDHE-DI score vs. TWIP was R2 = 0.0022,
indicating no correlative relationship between the values. The Pearson correlation coefficient for cumulative 
KDHE-DI score vs. 2 ACW riparian forest acres was R2 = 0.0186, indicating no correlative relationship 
between the values.

No additional statistical analyses were conducted since no indication of any predictive relationship was 
observed in preliminary correlation analysis. However, TWIP wetland areas, riparian forest area, and riparian 
land use were evaluated for the Rock Creek-Neosho HUC-10 and study area.  These results are presented in 
Tables I-1, I-2, I-3, and I-5 in Appendix I. Additionally, functional categories of riparian areas based on flood 
frequency extent and land use were classified and are presented in Table I-6.

2.7 Evaluation of Stream Geomorphological Parameters
An effort was made to evaluate various stream geomorphological parameters using FFE, LiDAR, the FLDPLN 
model, GIS tools, reference reach regression variables, and in-stream comparisons.  The impetus behind the 
evaluation was to determine how well desk-top GIS tools could be used to predict in-field stream channel 
connectivity to the floodplain (and riparian forest and wetland resources) and to determine if channel 
entrenchment, floodplain connectivity, and possibly stream evolutionary sequences could be approximated 
using the GIS tools.

The primary stream geomorphological variables of interest were the:

1) Active channel, or bankfull, width (BkfW) and depth (BkfD)
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2) BkfW: BkfD ratio
3) Flood prone width (FldpW, or width at twice bankfull depth)
4) Entrenchment ratio = [FldpW] / [BkfW]

Other diagnostic stream geomorphological variables of interest, which were calculated by GIS, were sinuosity 
and water surface slope.  Together, all of these variables can be used to classify a stream reach according to 
Rosgen Level 2 criteria (Rosgen 1996), other than channel materials, and may be used to provide a general 
understanding of stream “stability” based on its similarity or departure from reference conditions and 
classification into a range of more stable or unstable stream classes.

No grant funding was allocated for these activities, but based on the opportunity to gain a cursory understanding 
of potential GIS tool applications, a low-technology effort was made at in-field evaluation of GIS and
regression variable predictions.

Using Tetra Tech and SCC (2005) as guidance, reference reach conditions for BkfW and BkfD could be 
approximated using the following regression equations for streams in the Flints Hills ecoregion:

BkfW (ft) = 20.04 * [Drainage Area, mi2]0.3743 where r2 = 0.921

BkfD (ft) = 1.04 * [Drainage Area, mi2]0.3136    where r2 = 0.858

Drainage area was calculated using a LiDAR-based flow accumulation tool in GIS and estimates for BkfW and 
BkfD were calculated for 16 of 18 field sites (Table I-7 in Appendix I) at riffle cross-section locations identified 
by examination of Bing imagery.  

Additionally, the reference reach regression equation for BkfD was coupled with FLDPLN inundation libraries 
to develop a BkfD extent map and a FldpW extent layers using GIS.  By overlaying BkfD extent over FldpW 
extent, an approximation of channel entrenchment ratio could be visualized for all stream reaches of interest.  
Where FldpW extent layers extend beyond BkfD extent layers to a meaningful degree, bankfull floodplain 
features can be visualized, potentially indicating more floodplain channel connectivity and less entrenchment.

At 16 of the 18 sites (Figure I-9 in Appendix I), in-channel BkfW and BkfD measurements were made at riffle 
cross sections based on examination of greater than 20+ BkfW distances of stream channel conditions to 
identify most likely bankfull features at riffles.  BkfW was stepped off and BkfD was measured with a level line 
extending to a plumb rod positioned at the channel thalweg.  Elevation was recorded based on one inch height 
increments indicated on the rod.

In-stream BkfW and BkfD measurements were compared to LiDAR-based cross-sections using GIS. LiDAR-
based BkfW and BkfD measurements were approximated using in-stream estimates, and then BkfW: BkfD 
ratio, FldpW, and entrenchment ratio were calculated based on the LiDAR-based values using GIS tools.  
Sinuosity and water surface slope were also calculated from aerial photography and LiDAR using GIS. Rosgen 
stream class was determined based on the variable inputs.  A table of results is presented in Table I-7 in 
Appendix I. In-stream channel cross-sections and site characteristics and are presented in Figures I-10 to Figure 
I-23 in Appendix I.

Comparison of in-stream BkfW and BkfD measurements to regression equations and LiDAR-based estimates 
from cross-sections indicated relative correspondence.  However, use of readily available 3D Analyst GIS tools 
did not provide the level of detailed scale (i.e., sub-feet rather than meter scale) necessary to validate the 
methods with a high level of certainty.  Additionally, more detailed in-stream survey would be needed to make 
more valid cross comparisons with LiDAR to improve certainty of cross-sections, to improve identification of 
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bankfull features and distinguish from terrace features, and to better evaluate longitudinal profiles and derived 
variables like water surface slope.  It is unclear how much the water surface distorts LiDAR results compared to 
the survey of channel bed features in-stream which occur below the water surface.  It is also unclear if 
anomalies exist in the LiDAR elevation dataset, which may create “noise” in the longitudinal profile.

However, for general purposes of evaluating stream geomorphological parameters, a reasonable approximation 
of pattern, profile, and dimension could be ascertained and used to interpret stream geomorphological variables. 
An attempt was made to use field estimates of bankfull depth and width to approximate the “same” cross-
sections using LiDAR in GIS, and to calculate valuable stream geomorphological parameters based on those 
values (Table I-7 in Appendix I).

Based on the calculated variables and categorization into Rosgen stream classes, most of the stream reaches are 
entrenched (<1.4) to moderately entrenched (1.4 – 2.2), with gentle to moderate slopes (0.0007 to < 0.01).  
Generally, the upper reaches classified as Bc streams and the lower reaches as F streams according to the 
Rosgen classification.  Entrenchment ratio values were generally the definitive criteria in distinguishing 
between the classes.  For the most part, the Bc channels were more v-shaped headwater channels and the F 
channels were more trapezoidal channels, with some floodplain feature development at riffles but the features 
were discontinuous.  F channels are typically considered unstable due to high bank erosion potential as the 
stream adjusts to recreate its floodplain at a lower elevation in an old C channel.  Bankfull indicators were 
measured where discontinuous floodplain features were observed in the Bc and F channels.

Two sites indicated some bedrock bed and bank control beyond riffles—Site 10 in Lower Four Mile Creek and 
Site 160 in Upper Four Mile Creek.   Many of the upstream Bc reaches were degraded by cattle usage, which 
resulted in medium to high sedimentation due to bank sloughing and erosion—Sites 118 and 120 in Upper Four 
Mile Creek, Sites 3 and 93 in Upper Rock Creek, and Site 24 in Bluff Creek.  Two sites had obvious dredging 
activities which created some down-cutting and bed degradation—Site 10 in Lower Four Mile Creek and Site 
62 in Lower Rock Creek.

Four Mile Creek was designated as the “Heritage” stream, and had some reaches which appeared to be 
relatively stable with reasonable bankfull features, albeit discontinuous.  It appears the stream is adjusting 
geomorphologically from an F to a more stable C channel in the downstream reaches, although bank erosion 
and channel confinement may be problematic.  Upstream reaches visited in Four Mile Creek watershed were 
negatively impacted by cattle, showed evidence of high sediment supply to the stream and were generally not of 
high quality.

In general, Lower Four Mile Creek (Site 10) and Upper Rock Creek tributary (Site 54) appeared to be the 
highest quality reaches.  Use of the LiDAR-derived stream geomorphological variables, however, could not be 
used to predict that these reaches were the highest quality—simply indicating an F and Bc class stream.  The 
value of the LiDAR-based geomorphological approach is questionable, especially without more detailed survey 
information for validation.

The overlaying of BkfW extent over the FldpW extent as a visual assessment tool did show some promise for 
discovering bankfull features and confined reaches.  However, inconsistencies were apparent, so additional 
evaluation is necessary to determine its usefulness.

2.8 Accuracy Assessment and Field Verification

Accuracy Assessment - Flight Reconnaissance and Desktop Evaluation
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A total of 328 aerial observations to verify TWIP wetland results were made on March 29, 2013 by airplane.  Of 
the 328 observations, 91 observations were inconclusive (i.e., identified as “maybe” a wetland).  Inconclusive 
results were eliminated from the analysis.  

A total of 237 aerial observations were made to evaluate accuracy obtained by TWIP 4.0 refinements. Aerial 
reconnaissance was completed with leaf-off conditions, which was not possible during aerial reconnaissance in 
the 2009 WPDG (KWO 2013), and floodplain wetlands were not a large part of previous accuracy assessments 
due to land owner access issues.  Only a limited budget was available for accuracy assessment compared to the 
2008 and 2009 WPDGs, so the budget allocated for accuracy assessment in the 2011 WPDG was designated to 
evaluate TWIP method refinements.  For the above reasons, aerial reconnaissance as part of the 2011 WPDG 
focused on evaluating floodplain wetland presence or absence as was possible under aerial conditions and to 
examine improved delineation capabilities with regard to the known road “berm” effects.  Other wetlands 
inventoried by TWIP 4.0 and encountered during aerial reconnaissance were also recorded, but the focus was on 
floodplain and roadside wetlands.  Results of aerial reconnaissance provided an indication of how well 
refinements affected TWIP accuracies as the effort was focused on known problems with the method or 
previously unevaluated parts of the inventory results.  Results generally included fewer “easy” observations of 
actual wetlands since the focus was on floodplain and roadside wetlands, rather than any of the wetlands 
encountered during aerial reconnaissance and most easily confirmed or denied given limited fly-over time and 
vantage.   Accuracy assessment results for aerial reconnaissance are summarized in Table I-8 in Appendix I.

Thirteen wetlands (9 LWAs and 4 PWAs) were falsely identified due to a berm effect created by an unbreached 
railroad track.  Eliminating these 13 false-positives (i.e., effectively breaching the railroad track berm) 
decreased the total number of observations down to 224 aerial observations.  Elimination of the 13 sites from 
TWIP 4.0 accuracy analysis further improved accuracy results.  Refined accuracy assessment results for aerial 
reconnaissance are summarized in Table I-9 in Appendix I.

Non-wetland areas were not evaluated to determine how many of them would be correctly identified as non-
wetland.  It is anticipated that such an analysis would yield nearly 100% accuracy for identification of non-
wetland areas. As found in the 2009 WPDG, very few wetland areas were identified in non-wetland areas.  
Completing such an analysis, which is routinely done as part of a comprehensive remote sensing classification 
(as done in previous grants) would have resulted in higher accuracy scores.

Field Verification

Wetlands
Out of a total of 59 landowners with potential wetland areas (PWAs), 46 were contacted, with 18 providing us 
access to their land (Table 1).  Low percentage of site visits was primarily due to limited permissions granted by 
landowners, either by access denial, no return phone calls, or lack of a current phone number or landowner 
contact. On these properties, a total of 39 PWAs were located, of which we had permission to access 31 during 
the growing season.  We assessed 18 potential wetlands during September and October 2013 after landowner 
permission was granted. The reason more PWAs were not assessed was because access was delayed for 4 
PWAs in both the Rock Creek and Bluff Creek watersheds until cattle were removed in early November or 
hunting was completed in late December. Assessments at these late dates were not considerable feasible. An 
additional 9 PWAs in the Rock Creek watershed were not assessed because no more work was needed in Rock 
Creek. 

As was done previously in WPDGs ’08 and 09, the presence and extent of potential wetlands were determined
following the guidelines of the 2010 Corps Great Plains Supplement. Sample plots were established at most of 
the potential wetlands (i.e., uplands and wetlands) as time allowed to document vegetation, soil conditions, and 
hydrologic indicators. For those where sample plots were not established, each parameter was documented in 
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field notes. However, wetland boundaries were not surveyed using GPS due to delays in the start of field work 
and problems with the KWO-owned GPS 

Table 1. Summary of Landowner Contacts and Site Visits

Total 
Contacts 

Those 
Contacted 

Yes/PWAs Potential Wetland Area 
Visited* 

Watershed 

17 14 5/7 5 Four Mile Creek (202, 203) 
29 24 9/22 8 Rock Creek (204, 206) 
13 8 4/10 5 Bluff Creek (205) 
59 46 18/39 18 Grand Total 

* Site access was approved for some PWAs that were not visited due to 1) delays in access until cattle were removed in the late fall, 2) lack of 
coordination between landowner and land manager, 3) PWA not located on main branch of creek, and 4) visits not needed as sufficient 
number of PWAs had been assessed. 

equipment. Based on these field data, visual observations and LiDAR interpretation, wetland boundaries were
delineated on aerial photographs. In addition, flood frequency extent (FFE) data was used to determine the 
connectivity of the wetland with the potential wetland in question. Figures and aerial maps of each of the 
potential wetlands in the Rock Creek, Four Mile Creek, and Bluff Creek watersheds are included in Appendix II
(Part 1). Representative photographs were taken of each potential wetland, and are included in Appendix II
(Part 2). In addition, wetland determination data forms (data sheets) can be found in Appendix II (Part 3).

Site Descriptions 
As noted in the previous sub-section, 18 potential wetland sites were examined to determine whether they were 
upland or wetland, with one additional wetland found while on-site (Figure II-1). All but one of these potential 
wetlands were located in old oxbows of creeks; the one different potential wetland was a man-made depression, 
isolated from any creek. In the Four Mile Creek watershed, five potential wetland sites were visited, with two
being wetlands (Table 2). In the Rock Creek watershed, eight potential wetland sites were visited, with five
being wetlands (with another wetland found in an old oxbow), while in the Bluff Creek watershed five potential 
wetland sites were visited, with four being wetlands.  Each potential wetland is described in the paragraphs 
below in the chronological sequence of their site assessment, so site numbers are not sequential in the text. 

FOUR MILE CREEK

Upper Four Mile Creek (WS-202) 
Potential Wetland Site 120. This site is a narrow, 0.086-acre oxbow, sparsely vegetated primarily by common 
buttonbush (Cephalanthus occidentalis) and containing shallow water or saturated soils at the time of the field 
survey (Table 2, Figure II-2 in Appendix II, and Photo 1). One TWIP polygon (i.e., light gray color denoting a 
potential wetland area or PWA) demarcated the oxbow only in its deepest part where water and the common 
buttonbush were located. The wetland, W-1, is hydrologically connected to Four Mile Creek at its narrowest 
end where it is only a few feet above the ordinary high water mark (OHWM). The hydrologic connection 
confirms the calculated FFE, which is at a two-year interval (Figure II-2). The narrowest portion of the wetland 
is vegetated by Virginia wild rye (Elymus virginicus), false indigo-bush (Amorpha fruticosa), and trees of black 
willow (Salix nigra), green ash (Fraxinus pennsylvanica), and American elm (Ulmus americana) (Photo 2).  
The soils are usually hydric in the oxbow, being characterized as a depleted matrix (F3), consisting of dark gray 
(2.5Y 4/1) matrix with common, yellowish red (5YR 4/6) redoximorphic (redox) concentrations or ‘mottles’ in 
the upper 12 inches of the soil profile.   Recent cattle activity coinciding with rainfall has disturbed the soil 
surface pockmarking it with cattle hoofs and other small depressions. 

Upstream of Site 120 in the wooded riparian corridor was another oxbow partially demarcated by one light gray 
TWIP polygon (indicative of a PWA) and being hydrologically connected to Four Mile Creek per the two-year 
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FFE (Figure II-2). This site was briefly examined; it was a shallow, creek-like channel, containing no 
vegetation, 

Table 2. Summary of Wetland and Uplands Visited in the Three Study Watersheds

Site 
Number

Watershed1 Wetland (Y/N) Sample Plot FFE

120 WS 202 Y—W-1, PSS SP-1 2 year
118 WS 202 Y—W-2, PEM, PABF SP-2 10 year
160 WS 202 N No, notes only 5 year
130 WS 202 N No, notes only 2 year
33 WS 206 N SP-3 TBD
35 WS 206 Y—W-3, PEM SP-4 2 year
34 WS 206 Y—W-4, PEM SP-5 2 year
54 WS 206 N SP-6 5 year
58 WS 206 N-- cropped No, notes only 5 year
62 WS 206 Y—W-5, mostly PEM SP-7 5 year
3 WS 206 Y, W-6, PEM (marginal) SP-8 2 year
93 WS 206 N No, notes only 5 year
93E WS 206 Y, W-7, PEM (tiny) SP-9 2 year
10 WS 203 N SP-10 2 year
8 WS-205 Y, W-8, PEM SP-11 2 year
23 WS-205 Y, W-9, PEM SP-12 5 year
23 WS-205 Y, W-9, PEM SP-13 5 year
24 WS-205 Y, W-10, PFO, PEM SP-14 2 year
24 WS-205 Y, W-10, PFO, PEM SP-15 2 year
21 WS-205 N No, notes only 5 year
22 WS-205 Y, W-11, PEM SP-16 2 year
22 WS-205 Y, W-11, PEM SP-17 2 year
1 WS 202--Upper Four Mile Creek, WS 203—Lower Four Mile Creek
WS 206—Lower Rock Creek, WS 204—Upper Rock Creek, WS 205—Bluff Creek

had been recently inundated exhibiting saturated soils, upland soils, and numerous debris piles (Photo 3).

Located east of Site 120 in the pasture was another wetland inadvertently created by rock mining activities. This 
wetland, noted as Site 119, was entirely demarcated by TWIP as one, large red polygon, indicative of a likely 
wetland area or LWA (Figure II-2).  Due to time constraints, the wetland was only cursorily examined. It is 
isolated (i.e., lacking a hydrological connection physically, with an FFE at 10 years), dominated by wetland 
vegetation, was inundated, and containing disturbed soils (Photo 4).

Potential Wetland Site 118. This site is a 0.10-acre man-made pond fringed by an emergent wetland (W-2).
At the time of the survey, the pond was inundated, with the perimeter vegetated by Pennsylvania smartweed 
(Persicaria pensylvanica) and water hemp (Amaranthus tuberculatus) (Table 2, Figure II-3, and Photo 5). It 
was quite disturbed, having been used as a dump site in the past. The entire depression was demarcated by one 
light gray TWIP polygon, indicative of a PWA. The pond and wetland complex is isolated from Four Mile 
Creek, located outside of the wooded riparian corridor and having no physical hydrologic connection (e.g., 10-
year FFE) to Four Mile Creek (Figure II-3).  Instead, the depression receives rainfall directly and runoff from 
the adjacent uplands.  The soils in the wetland are hydric, characterized as a redox dark surface (F6), consisting 
of very dark gray (10YR 3/1) matrix with abundant, yellowish red (5YR 4/6) redox concentrations in the upper 
12 inches of the soil profile. 
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Potential Wetland Site 160. This site is an old oxbow situated in the outer edge of riparian woods bordering 
Four Mile Creek (Figure II-4 and Table 2). The oxbow was demarcated by five, scattered, light gray polygons 
by TWIP (indicative of a PWA), but field examination revealed that the oxbow is upland lacking any of the 
three wetland parameters. It is vegetated by mostly upland species including hackberry (Celtis occidentalis),
American beak grain (Diarrhena obovata), black swallow-wort (Cynanchum louiseae), buck brush 
(Symphoricarpos orbiculatus), wing-stem crown beard (Verbesina alternifolia), and Virginia wild rye (Photo 
6). Soils lacked any hydric soil indicators in the upper 12 to 15 inches of the soil profile (e.g., very dark grayish 
brown (10YR 3/2) matrix with no redoximorphic features). In addition, there were no recent signs of wetland 
hydrology.  Moreover, the oxbow is not physically connected to the creek except during less frequent flood 
events, which is confirmed by the calculated FFE, which is at a five-year interval (Figure II-4).

Potential Wetland Site 130. This site is an old oxbow situated in the outer edge of riparian woods bordering 
Four Mile Creek (Figure II-5 and Table 2). The oxbow was demarcated by three, scattered, light gray polygons 
by TWIP (indicative of a PWA), but field examination revealed that the oxbow is upland lacking any of the 
three wetland parameters. It is vegetated by mostly upland species including a sedge species (Carex sp.), 
hackberry seedlings, Virginia wild rye, fall Joe-pye-weed (Eupatorium serotinum), and black swallow-wort
(Photo 7). Soils were similar to those found in Potential Wetland Site 130; thus, they lacked any hydric soil 
indicators.  Similarly, there were no recent signs of wetland hydrology. It appears, however, that the lower 
portion of the oxbow nearest to the creek physically connected to the creek being only several feet above the 
OHWM. This connection is confirmed by the calculated FFE, which is at a two-year interval (Figure II-5).

Lower Four Mile Creek (WS-203) 
Potential Wetland Site 10. This site is an old oxbow situated in the outer edge of riparian woods bordering 
Four Mile Creek (Figure II-6 and Table 2). Only the low point of the oxbow was demarcated by a light gray 
polygon by TWIP (indicative of a PWA), but field examination revealed that the entire oxbow is upland,
lacking at least two of the three wetland parameters. The low point of the oxbow is dominated by FAC wetland 
vegetation including boxelder (Acer negundo), American elm (Ulmus americana), and Virginia wild rye (Photo 
8). The remaining portion of the oxbow is vegetated by mostly upland species as observed in other upland 
oxbows. Soils were not hydric in the low point as they lacked sufficient percentage and extent of redox 
concentrations in the upper soil profile [i.e., very dark gray (10YR 3/1) matrix, with only two inches of 
common, brown (7.5YR 4/4) redox concentrations. Similarly, there were no recent signs of wetland hydrology,
just very old drift lines of woody debris. Furthermore, the oxbow is not physically connected to the creek, but 
has a calculated FFE at a two-year interval (Figure II-6).

ROCK CREEK 

Lower Rock Creek (WS-206)
Potential Wetland Site 33. This site is a long, shallow oxbow situated in riparian woods along Rock Creek. It 
is upland as it is vegetated by a mix of upland and wetland species including green ash, American elm, silver 
maple (Acer saccharinum), boxelder, bristly greenbrier (Smilax taminoides), and Virginia wild rye, and lacks
hydric soils and any recent hydrologic indicators (Table 2, Figure II-7, and Photo 9). The oxbow is demarcated 
by three, light gray TWIP polygons including a lower lying area where the sample plot (SP-3) was taken. The 
light gray is indicative of a PWA. Soils were not hydric in the oxbow, having a low chroma matrix [dark 
grayish brown (7.5 YR 4/2) and lacking any redox concentrations in the upper soil profile. The oxbow is not 
physically connected to the creek as confirmed by the calculated FFE, which is at a yet to be determined yearly
interval (Figure II-7).
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Potential Wetland Site 35. This site is a long oxbow, composed of both upland and wetland vegetation as a 
result of varying topography caused by sedimentation, sloughing banks, road building, and possibly other 
reasons (Table 2, Figure II-8, and Photos 11 and 12). As a result, some areas in the oxbow are uplands, obvious 
wetlands, or transitioning. The oxbow extends onto two properties, but only the northern portion was accessible 
so determining the extent of wetlands within the entire oxbow was not possible. Four red TWIP polygons
demarcated the majority of the northern portion of the oxbow. The red color is indicative of a LWA. Obvious 
wetland areas (W-3), covering approximately 0.623 acre, are located to the west where bare soils (from recent 
inundation) or recently vegetated areas (after drawdown) are dominated by obligate (OBL) hydrophytes—
dotted smartweed (Persicaria punctatum)—or facultative wet (FACW) and facultative (FAC) plant species—
Pennsylvania smartweed (Persicaria pennsylvanica), silver maple, cottonwood (Populus deltoides), and giant 
ragweed (Ambrosia trifida) (Photo 11).  Areas transitioning from wetlands to uplands are dominated by giant 
ragweed (Photo 12). The soils in the wetland are hydric, characterized as a redox dark surface (F6), consisting 
of very dark gray (10YR 3/1) matrix with abundant, strong brown (7.5YR 4/6) redox concentrations in the 
upper 12 inches of the soil profile. No obvious hydrologic connection was observed where W-3 meets Four 
Mile Creek to the north as the oxbow is over five feet above the OHWM of the creek.  Rather, the more 
frequent hydrologic connection appears to be to the south where the calculated FFE is at a two-year interval 
(Figure II-8).

Potential Wetland Site 34. This site is a short strongly curved oxbow composed of both upland and wetland 
vegetation (Table 2 and Figure II-9). As a result of sloughing soils from the adjoining banks (and possibly other 
disturbances), only a small portion of the oxbow is wetland.  This 0.114-acre wetland, W-4, consists of three, 
narrow strips of wetland vegetation dominated by reed canary grass, stinging nettles, and Virginia wild rye 
(Photos 13 and 14).  Other vegetation found in the wetlands included seedlings of sycamore, green ash, and 
black willow, various sedges, and buttonbush. Three TWIP polygons, two red and one light gray (denoting two 
LWAs and one PWA) demarcated the oxbow in the locations of the three small wetlands. W-3 is hydrologically 
connected to Four Mile Creek at its downstream end by a narrow and shallow creek-like channel, which is 
confirmed by the calculated FFE, which is at a two-year interval (Figure II-9). The soils are hydric in the 
wetlands, characterized as a depleted matrix (F3), consisting of dark gray (10YR 4/1) matrix with abundant 
strong brown (7.5YR 4/6) redox concentrations in the upper 15 inches of the soil profile.  Old drift lines were 
observed, but no recent hydrologic indicators were documented in the oxbow. 

Potential Wetland Site 54. This site is a relatively short, shallow and isolated oxbow situated in riparian woods 
along Rock Creek (Table 2 and Figure II-10. It has been filled in and separated from the creek through roads, 
excavation, and debris piling so it is upland lacking hydric soils and any hydrologic indicators. In addition, it is 
dominated by FAC plant species including a few scattered American elm and sycamore (Platanus occidentalis)
and Davis’ sedge (Carex davisii), and Virginia wild rye (Photo 15). The oxbow is demarcated by three, light 
gray TWIP polygons indicative of a PWA. Soils were not hydric in the oxbow, having a low chroma matrix 
[very dark grayish brown (7.5 YR 3/2)] lacking any redox concentrations in the upper soil profile. The oxbow is 
not physically connected to the creek as confirmed by the calculated FFE, which is at a 5-year interval (Figure
II-10).

Potential Wetland Site 58. This site is shallow upland oxbow at the base of a 4- to 6- foot ridge that was 
inundated in 2012, but was cropped to wheat at the time of the survey in September (Table 2, Figure II-11, and 
Photo 16). The oxbow was not demarcated by TWIP, was a long distance from Rock Creek with no obvious 
physical connection, and  the calculated FFE is a 5-year flood interval (Table 2 and Figure II-11). No signs of 
hydrology were observed at the time of the survey. The ridge above was vegetated by green ash, sycamore, 
giant ragweed, Jerusalem artichoke (Helianthus tuberosus), honey locust (Gleditsia triacanthos), hackberry, 
poison hemlock (Conium maculatum), black walnut (Juglans nigra), wall bur-cucumber (Sicyos angulata), and 
stinging nettles (Urtica dioica). The ridge flattens out towards the creek and is vegetated by giant ragweed, 
rough barnyard grass (Echinochloa muricata), poison hemlock, Japanese brome (Bromus japonicus), horseweed 
(Conyza canadensis), and yellow bristle grass (Setaria glauca). Dotted smartweed and pale smartweed 
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(Persicaria lapathifolia) were found stunted at the end of the swale. Soils were sandy and rock hard, and could 
not be assessed very deeply. In the upper portion of the soil profile, soils were not hydric, being sandy, having 
matrix chroma of 2 or 3 (i.e., 10 YR 5/2 to 5/3).

Potential Wetland Site 62. This site is a long, curving PEM wetland oxbow (W-5) located at the edge of and 
within a cropland (Table 2, Figure II-12, and Photos 17 and 18). It covers approximately 0.837 acre of land, and 
nestles along an upland wooded ridge five to six feet above existing cropland. Although approximately 500 feet 
of the southern portion of the oxbow has been graded for maintenance purposes, the main portion of the oxbow
is vegetated by mostly wetland plants including giant ragweed, rough barnyard grass, horseweed, water hemp, 
pale, dotted and Pennsylvania smartweeds, devil’s and nodding beggar-ticks, rice cut grass, and black willow 
seedlings. Off-site the wetland is a larger depression dominated by mature black willows.  Upslope in crop field,
giant ragweed was observed with wheat.

Soils were hydric throughout the weedy portion of the oxbow, typically characterized as a depleted matrix (F3), 
consisting of very dark gray to dark gray (10YR 3/1 to 4/1) matrix with common to abundant, dark yellowish 
brown to dark brown (10YR 4/4 to 7.5YR 3/4) redox concentrations in the upper 15 inches of the soil profile.   

The oxbow is not hydrologically connected to Rock Creek, being a distance from and an elevation above the 
channel and confirmed by calculated FFE, which is at a 5-year interval for the oxbow (Figure II-12). In spite of 
the lack of connection and longer flood extent interval, the oxbow was inundated in 2012, indicative of a 
possible groundwater influence and demarcated by six TWIP polygons (5 red and 1 light gray) indicative of five 
LWAs and one PWA. Only the two lowermost red polygons were considered wetland as they consistently had 
all three wetland parameters; the other four polygons were in actively cropped areas.  

Upper Rock Creek (WS-204)
Potential Wetland Site 3. This site is a long, winding oxbow composed mostly of upland vegetation in a 
pasture in the upper reaches of Rock Creek (Table 2 and Figure II-13). Only a minimal portion (~300 feet. and 
0.063 acre) has signs of hydrology (e.g., drift lines, bare ground recently inundated or scoured) and is composed
of wetland vegetation (Photo 19). These portions of W-6 have fringes of wetland vegetation within the former 
creek channel—dotted smartweed, Carex spp., and fowl manna grass (Glyceria striata), marginal hydric soils 
(e.g., F6 indicator--low chroma matrix of very dark gray color and rare dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) redox 
concentrations in the upper 10 inches of the soil profile, and the above mentioned hydrologic indicators. The 
demarcation of a portion of the oxbow by two light gray TWIP polygons, indicative of a PWA, suggests the 
documented wetland nature of at least some of the oxbow as does the calculated FFE of a two-year interval
(Figure II-13).

Potential Wetland Site 93. This site is a relatively wide, deep oxbow situated in pastured riparian woods along 
upper Rock Creek (Table 2, Figure II-13), and Photo 20). Even though TWIP demarcated this oxbow with 
eight, light gray polygons indicating a PWA, the entire oxbow is upland being vegetated by a mix of mostly 
FAC and FACU (facultative upland) plant species and lacking hydric soils and a physical connection to Rock 
Creek. In addition, the calculated FFE is 5 years (Figure II-13). The vegetation is sparse and includes hackberry, 
buckbrush (Symphoricarpos orbiculatus), Virginia wild rye, bristly greenbrier, American elm, green ash, and 
rough-leaved dogwood (Cornus drummondii).

Potential Wetland Site 93E. This 0.011-acre wetland—W-7—was found inadvertently while assessing 
oxbows in the vicinity of PWAs 3 and 93 (Table 2 and Figure II-13).  It is located in the oxbow that is aligned 
with PWA 93 but on the other or eastern side of Rock Creek in the same pasture.  W-7 is located in the lowest 
point of this adjacent oxbow, which was demarcated by three, light gray, TWIP polygons indicative of a PWA
and vegetated by Virginia wild rye, hackberry seedlings, Carex spp., poke weed (Phytolacca americana), and 
American elm, but lacking hydric soils. On the other hand, W-7 is dominated by Virginia wild rye, a FAC 
hydrophyte, and has hydric soils (F3 depleted matrix consisting of dark gray (10YR 4/1) matrix with common 
to common, strong brown (10YR 4/6) redox concentrations in the upper 15 inches of the soil profile and 
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assumed wetland hydrology given its low elevation in an oxbow identified by TWIP, old drift lines, and a 
calculated FFE of 2 years (Photo 21 and Figure II-13).

BLUFF CREEK (WS-205)
Potential Wetland Site 8. This 1.233-acre wetland site (W-8) consists of a pair of adjacent circuitous PEM 
wetland oxbows both of which have direct connections to Bluff Creek below (Table 2 and Figure II-14). TWIP 
demarcated six, light gray polygons indicative of a PWA only at the more upslope and upstream oxbow in its 
narrower or blocked portions. The downstream oxbow was not identified by the TWIP. Vegetation was variable 
depending on elevation, hydrology, level of disturbance, management history, etc. Dominants included dotted 
smartweed along with American elm seedlings, honey locust, silver maple, clear weed (Pilea pumila),
American water horehound (Lycopus americanus), stinging nettles, sycamore, Virginia wild rye, several beggar 
ticks (Bidens spp.), and various sedges (Carex spp.) (Photos 22 and 23). The soils are hydric throughout both 
oxbows, typically characterized as a depleted matrix (F3), consisting of dark gray (10YR 4/1) matrix with 
abundant, strong brown (7.5YR 4/6) redox concentrations in the upper 12 inches of the soil profile. Both 
oxbows are hydrologically connected to Bluff Creek with direct channels to the creek or at low enough 
elevation to be inundated with rising creek or groundwater levels. These hydrologic connections confirm the 
calculated FFE, which is at a two-year interval for both oxbows (Figure II-14).

Potential Wetland Site 23. This oxbow site is wetland (W-9), with varying vegetation, soils, and hydrology 
depending on the elevation and proximity of the oxbow to Bluff Creek (Table 2, Figure II-15, and Photos 24
and 25). It is approximately 0.095 acre in size. The oxbow is demarcated by three light gray TWIP polygons
indicative of a PWA. In the upper portions of the oxbow (see SP-12), it was sparsely vegetated by dotted 
smartweed, Davis’ sedge, Kentucky bluegrass (Poa pratensis), and Virginia wild rye, with prevalent bare 
ground often resembling the channel of a creek (Photo 24). Most of this area was considered wetland having all 
three wetland parameters, but only the low-lying areas were selected by TWIP; a reasonable result given that 
most of the wetland occurred in a creek channel not prone to the collection of water. Closer to the creek where 
the oxbow opens up into a wider and less discernible channel, the oxbow is more thickly vegetated, with such 
species as American elm, rough-leaved dogwood, Davis sedge, and Virginia wild rye (see SP-13 and Photo 25).
Nevertheless, hydrology is predictably a FFE of 5 years throughout the wetland (Table 2 and Figure II-15).
Hydric soils were observed throughout the oxbow, but had different indicators, with F3 and F6 indicators 
upslope (e.g., F3--depleted matrix, consisting of dark gray (10YR 4/1) matrix with abundant brown (7.5YR 4/3) 
redox concentrations in a portion of the upper 12 inches of the soil profile) and an F6 indicator downslope (i.e.,
redox dark surface, consisting of very dark gray (10YR 3/1) matrix with abundant brown (7.5YR 4/3) redox 
concentrations in the upper 12 inches of the soil profile).

Potential Wetland Site 24. This site is a closed and long, 0.239-acre PFO/PEM wetland oxbow (W-10) having
undulating surfaces, with low areas and bare ground, with hydric soils throughout [depleted matrix (F3)] and 
evidence of wetland hydrology (e.g., geomorphic position where elevation of lowest point of wetland is similar 
to creek and a FFE of 2 years) (Table 2 and Figure II-16, and Photos 26 and 27). This wetland consists of two 
narrow segments, the downslope portion demarcated by two, red TWIP polygons, indicative of a LWA, and the 
upper portion demarcated by a small, light gray polygon at its lower end indicative of a PWA. The majority of 
the uppermost wetland segment was not picked up by TWIP. Vegetation is variable but is often dominated by 
dotted smartweed in low areas and clear weed, black willow, Davis’ sedge, and lion’s tail (Leonurus 
marrubiastrum) in adjacent portions (see SP-14 and SP-15).

Potential Wetland Site 21. This shallow upland oxbow lacks wetland vegetation and hydric soils, with no 
physical connection to a tributary of Bluff Creek (Table 2, Figure II-17, and Photo 28).  FFE is at a 5-year 
interval (Table 2 and Figure II-17). One light gray TWIP polygon (indicative of a PWA) demarcated the oxbow 
in its widest and ‘deepest’ part. This oxbow is more like a swale, and is located in Osage orange, hackberry, and 
American elm riparian woods . The swale is vegetated by hackberry and walnut trees, buckbrush, Virginia wild 
rye, and American beak grain grass at the low end. The soils are not hydric in the oxbow, consisting of very 
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dark gray to very dark grayish brown (10 YR 3/1 to 3/2) matrix with no redox concentrations in the upper 15
inches of the soil profile.  The oxbow is not hydrologically connected to the tributary as the swale does not 
extend to creek and it is 4 to 6 feet above the OHWM. The lack of connection confirms the calculated FFE, 
which is at a 5-year interval (Figure II-17).

Potential Wetland Site 22. This site is a 0.448-acre undulating wetland oxbow (W-11) with obvious wetlands 
in low-lying areas and transitional wetlands in adjacent ground (Table 2, Figure II-18, and Photos 29 and 30).
TWIP demarcated four, light gray polygons in only the lowest areas of the wetland, all of which are indicative 
of a PWA, so the majority of the wetland was not selected by TWIP. Dominant vegetation included lance-leaf 
frog-fruit (Phyla lanceolata), American water plantain (Alisma subcordatum), and dotted smartweed along with 
less common plant species such as rough barnyard grass, rice cut grass (Leersia oryzoides), ditch stone-crop 
(Penthorum sedoides), and two beggar-ticks (Bidens frondosa and B. cernua) (see SP-16 and SP-17). Soils are 
hydric throughout the oxbow, with indicators including depleted matrix (F3) and redox dark surface (F6). 
Hydrology was assumed given its geomorphic position in the oxbow channel, presence of obligate hydrophytes
[e.g., arrowhead (Sagittaria sp.) and American water plantain), and a calculated FFE of 2 years for the lower-
lying portions of the wetland (Figure II-18).

WET Functional Assessment
The functions and values of each wetland were assessed using a modified Wetland Evaluation Technique (WET 
method; Adamus et al. 1987, 1991) previously adopted by KDHE, and used to assess functional potential of 
Kansas public wetlands per its 2002 report entitled “Kansas Wetland Survey: Water Quality and Functional 
Potential of Public Wetland Areas” (Carney 2002). As with the KDHE study and our work in the Upper 
Wakarusa and Upper Neosho watersheds for the WPDG’09 funding, 11 functions and values/uses (e.g., 
groundwater discharge, groundwater recharge, floodflow alteration, sediment stabilization, sediment/toxicant 
retention, nutrient removal/transformation, etc.) were assessed at each wetland. Each observational parameter 
for each function (e.g., parameters for sediment stabilization include gradient, vegetation interspersion, sheet vs.
channel flow, flowing water, etc.) is assigned a numeric score indicative of  low, moderate, or high ranking 
based on its predictive power. The assigned numeric value varied, based on the weight given it in the WET 
methodology. Scores for each parameter and wetland function were added to determine the total score for each 
function and wetland, respectively. From these totals, each function and overall functionality can be compared 
amongst wetlands. The overall functionality, percent (%) function score, is calculated from the percentage of 
total possible points, and presented on a scale of 100. 

As developed in the WET methodology of Adamus et al. (1987, 1991) and utilized in Carney (2002) and 
WPDG’09 work, the percent function scores join characters of effectiveness, opportunity, and social 
significance related to the 11 wetland functions and values/uses. A high score may only mean that there is high 
potential and opportunity present for a certain function rather than actual management improving the 
performance of the function. In other words, rather than representing a grade for the performance of a function 
or assigning a normative value of good or bad to a specific wetland, these scores are used for comparison 
purposes only in highlighting the strengths, weaknesses, and use potentials among wetland sites. It is also 
important to note that some functions, like groundwater discharge and groundwater recharge, may be 
antagonistic to one another, whereas some functions may be complementary, such as wildlife 
diversity/abundance and aesthetic/cultural/heritage use and value, where both could be positively correlated
with recreation use.

Per Carney (2002) and the WPDG’09 work, we used the thresholds of 50% and 70% of possible accruable 
points when interpreting the WET results in each chart or graph. These respective values represent “having a 
reasonable potential” for fulfilling a specific function or use (i.e., value of greater than 50%, but less than 70%) 
and “having a high potential” fulfilling a specific function or use (i.e. value of greater than 70%). The results of 
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the WET functional assessment for the wetlands in the Four Mile Creek, Rock Creek, and Bluff Creek 
watersheds are summarized in the table and graphs in Appendix II (Part 4).

Groundwater Recharge
Only 9% (1 of 11) of the wetlands in the three study watersheds UWW had % function score of greater than 
50% for groundwater recharge (Table II-1 and Figures II-1 and II-12 in Part 4 of Appendix II). This wetland is 
Site 120 in Upper Four Mile Creek, which is composed of a small, narrow PSS riparian wetland.

Groundwater Discharge
Only 9% (1 of 11) of the wetlands in the three watersheds had a score possibly indicative of a reasonable 
potential for groundwater discharge (Table II-1 and Figures II-2 and II-12 in Part 4 of Appendix II). This 
wetland is Site 118 in Upper Four Mile Creek, which is a man-made pond with a PEM fringe. 

Floodflow Alteration
Two of 11 or 18% of the wetlands assessed in the three watersheds showed reasonable potential for floodflow 
alteration (Table II-1 and Figures II-3 and II-12 in Part 4 of Appendix II). They included Site 118 in the Upper 
Rock Creek watershed and Site 62 in the Lower Rock Creek watershed, both of which tended to be inundated 
for longer periods during the growing season, had less frequent flood intervals (FFEs of 5 or 19 years), and no 
direct connection to Rock Creek.  Site 62 was also more diverse than most of the other wetlands in the study 
area. 

Sediment Stabilization
None of the wetlands in the three watersheds had a reasonable potential for sediment stabilization as they all 
have scores of less than or equal to 50% (Table II-1 and Figures II-4 and II-12 in Part 4 of Appendix II)..

Sediment/Toxicant Retention
This function had a high percentage (7 total, 64%) of wetlands with high scores indicative of their potential to 
support the removal of pollutants and sediment (Table II-1 and Figures II-5 and II-12 in Part 4 of Appendix II).
They included Sites 118 and 120 in Upper Four Mile Creek, Sites 34, 35, and 62 in Lower Rock Creek, and Site 
8 in Bluff Creek. These wetlands tended to be inundated for longer periods of time due to isolated pockets in 
channels or depressions.

Nutrient Retention/Transformation
Almost half of the 11 wetlands (5 total, 45%) had scores exceeding 50%. Of these, only Site 23 in the Bluff 
Creek watershed exceeded 60% (Table II-1 and Figures II-6 and II-12 in Part 4 of Appendix II). The other 4 
wetlands—Site 35 in the Lower Rock Creek watershed and Sites 8, 22, and 24 in the Bluff Creek watershed had 
scores ranging from 51 to 58%.  These wetlands tended to collect water more often in small depressions and
were inundated for longer periods of time given that they were depressional and having FFEs of 2 years.

Production Export
Two of 11 or 18% of the wetlands in the three watersheds scores of over 50% (Table II-1 and Figures II-7 and 
II-12 in Part 4 of Appendix II). Consequently, one can assume that these 2 wetlands—Site 62 in the Lower 
Rock Creek watershed and Site 8 in the Bluff Creek watershed have reasonable potential to perform this
function well. These 2 wetlands tended to have thick vegetation, have outlets for the release of plant material, 
and be periodically inundated and depressional in nature.

Aquatic Diversity/Abundance
Only 1 of 11 or 9% of the wetlands in the three watersheds had reasonable potential to support abundant and 
diverse aquatic life (Table II-1 and Figures II-8 and II-12 in Part 4 of Appendix II). Specifically, the wetland—
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Site 118 in the Upper Four Mile Creek watershed had a score of 53% primarily due to its permanent inundation 
although no fish were observed in the pond. 

Wildlife Diversity/Abundance
Only 1 of 11 or 9% of the wetlands in the three watersheds had reasonable potential to support abundant and 
diverse wildlife (Table II-1 and Figures II-9 and II-12 in Part 4 of Appendix II). Specifically, the wetland—Site 
118 in the Upper Four Mile Creek watershed had a score of 55% primarily due to its permanent inundation 
although no signs of wildlife were observed in or around the pond. 

Recreation Use/Value
None of the 11 wetlands in the three watersheds had scores exceeding 50% (Table II-1 and Figures II-10 and II-
12 in Part 4 of Appendix II). None could be expected to support a reasonable level of recreation, given their 
limited access, size, diversity, and hydroperiod as well as their location on private land. 

Aesthetic/Cultural/Heritage Use/Value
None of the 11 wetlands in the three watersheds had scores exceeding 50% (Table II-1 and Figures II-11 and II-
12 in Part 4 of Appendix II). None could be expected to support a reasonable level of use and value for the same 
reasons noted in 3.3.1.2.10 Recreation Use/Value.

Overall Average Score
None of the 11 wetlands in the Four Mile Creek, Rock Creek, and Bluff Creek watersheds had average scores of 
over 50% (Table II-1 and Figure II-12 in Part 4 of Appendix II). These results are not surprising given the
limited acreage and diversity, narrow configuration, relative short hydroperiod, and location on private land.  

Water Quality Sampling

Water quality sampling was conducted at wetland sites using the KDHE laboratory and QAPP protocols. Tests 
were run for turbidity, temperature, pH, nitrate, nitrite, phosphorus and E. coli bacteria. A one-time sample was 
taken at wetland sites that were inundated at the time of the site visit or at the associated creek near the wetland 
whenever possible (water quality data from streams are not discussed in this report). Test results were utilized 
as a general indicator of water quality at each wetland sampled and used in the wetland functional assessments 
for the three watersheds in the study area. A table-- Table II-1--summarizing the water quality results is
provided in Appendix II (Part 5).

Water quality sampling of most the wetlands in the three watersheds was not possible primarily due to drying
conditions in the watersheds by the September and October sampling efforts in 2013. As a result, only two of 
the 11 wetlands were sampled for water quality during the fall 2013 sampling in the three watersheds (Table II-
1 in Appendix II, Part 5). Given the limited sample size and low water levels in the wetlands, only general 
conclusions can be stated. In general, water quality levels of the wetlands in 2013 are not unexpected given the 
characteristics of the wetland sites and overall conditions. Levels of TKN (total Kjeldahl nitrogen) are higher 
than the threshold for least-impacted status or better (0.865 mg/L) per Carney 2002. Concentrations of total P
(phosphorus) are much higher than the threshold for least-impacted status or better postulated by Carney 2002 
(0.08 mg/L). Chlorophyll a concentrations were similar for Sites 118 (116 ug/L) and Site 120 (90.5 ug/L) and 
were much higher than the postulated threshold (12.2 ug/L) for least-impacted or-better-status (Carney 2002). 
Finally, total coliform numbers for the two sites-- Sites 118  (28,400 cfu/100 ml) and Site 120 (14,100 cfu/100 
ml) are not particularly high for wetlands in Kansas (e.g., consistently lower than total coliform levels found at 
least-impacted wetlands at the UWW and UNW in the WPDG’09 study (Houts et al. 2013), but are higher than 
what might be collected in open water lake environments today and are lower than what was collected prior to 
1984. In fact, the maximum levels of total coliform in the KDHE database is 54,000 cfu/100mL for lake 
samples (Carney 2010c). 
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Riparian Forests

Forest Inventory Methodology
Sampling Design. Forest data were collected at 16, 15, and 18 plots located within the Four Mile, Bluff, and 
Rock Creek study watersheds, respectively. Data were collected to verify the GIS assumptions, and to collect 
vital information on riparian forest composition and structure. To collect data a selected representative sample 
design was used. Plots were located in areas identified as forest in need of conservation by GIS. A landowner 
list was assembled, and contacts were made to seek access permission. It was difficult to randomly distribute 
plots across the watersheds, as landowner permission was required for site access. In each watershed, a 
minimum of 15 field plots were strived for. In past Kansas Forest Service assessments, 15 plots per watershed 
was the minimum needed to satisfy statistical requirements.   

Plot Layout and Forest Data Collection. Rectangular plots were established with a long axis perpendicular to 
the stream of 50 feet or one stream active channel width (ACW), whichever was greater (Figure 1). The plot
width was 30 feet, resulting in a plot area of at least 1,500 ft2.  Within this plot a number of tree measurements
and observations were recorded, including diameter at breast height (dbh), tree height, and tree crown class by 
species. Crown class is a way to measure the “pecking order” of the forest. Amount of sunlight hitting the
crown and tree height are the two factors that determine a tree’s crown class. General notes were recorded for 
each tree as well, and included: disease presence, form, and degradation presence (e.g., vines, rot). Within plots, 
all trees greater than five inches dbh were classified as mature trees and measured. Seedling and sapling 
regeneration was recorded from 4 circular sub-plots within the main plot. Regeneration plots had a radius of 5.3 
feet (1/500 acre), with two plots located within the half of the plot nearest the stream, and two located in the 
half of the plot furthest from the stream. Regeneration plots were randomly stratified. Seedlings were classified 
as any small specimens of tree species between six inches and 4.5 feet tall and having a dbh of less than one
inch. Saplings were recorded in the plots if they were more than one inch but less than five inches dbh.

Figure 1. Forest inventory plot layout, with red circles representing regeneration sub-plots. Not to scale.

Stream ACW, forest width from the top of the streambank, and forest canopy coverage were also recorded at 
plots. Qualitative data were also recorded, such as evidence of livestock use (Photo 1 in Appendix III), evidence 
of woodland management (marking, harvesting, or planting trees) (Photo 2 in Appendix III), and dominant 
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groundcover (grassy, broadleaved herbaceous, brushy, woody debris). The second ACW beyond the plots was 
also visually classified as forest, grass, or crop field.

Calculations. The collected forest data were used to calculate the following, which provide a good estimation 
of forest structure and composition for the three watersheds:

a. Basal area per acre (BA)

b. Trees per acre (TA)

c. Regeneration (i.e., seedlings and saplings) per acre (RA)

d. Quadratic mean diameter (QMD)

e. Species richness (Menhinick Index or D; Menhinick 1948)

f. Species diversity (Shannon Diversity Index or H; Shannon 1964)

g. Forest Health Index (FHI)

Species BA is a key measure of dominance, and is defined as the cross-sectional area at breast height and is 
computed through the formula by Avery and Burkhart (1994):

where BA is the basal area of the tree, dbh is the diameter at breast height, and is the mathematical constant 
3.14159.

For each plot, the sum of the total BA per tree species was multiplied by the appropriate expansion factor (e.g., 
29.04 for 1,500 ft2 plots), to yield overall BA. The same expansion factors were also used to calculate estimates 
of TA. The expansion factor for RA was 1/500. QMD is defined as the diameter of the theoretical “tree” with 
the average BA for that particular species. In less technical terms, it provides the average diameter of each tree 
species recorded during the project.   

Species diversity was calculated using the Shannon Diversity Index (H):

Species richness was calculated using the Menhinick Index (D):

D = (s/

Forest Health was calculated subjectively, and was based on the following criteria:

Canopy species dominance
Regeneration species dominance 
BA, TA, RA relative to watershed mean
Vigor 
Species diversity
Ground cover condition
Degradation present
Degree of active forest management
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Forest Health Index ranges from 0.0 (extremely poor) to 1.0 (optimal) (Photos 3 to 5 in Appendix III).

Statistical Analyses. One-way ANOVA was used for all riparian forest data analyses. Mean separation was 
Software 

Version 9.3 (SAS Institute 2011).

Flood Frequency Extent. Forest inventory plots were categorized into 4 Flood Frequency Extent (FFE) groups 
(2-, 5-, 10-, and 10+- year), and analyzed for mature tree BA, TA, RA, SR, and SD. FFE was assigned for each 
plot by overlaying plot GPS points on FFE imagery. When plot transects intersected multiple FFEs, the plot was
categorized as the FFE that represented the majority of plot area. 

Riparian Forest Inventory Results
A total of 19 tree species were recorded across the 49 total field plots, including the regeneration micro-plots 
(Table III-1 in Appendix III). It should be noted that all oak, hickory, ash, and elm species were lumped into the 
general categories of “oak”, “hickory”, “ash”, and “elm”, respectively, for BA, TA, and RA analysis. Species 
were not lumped in this manner for the species richness and species diversity index analyses. The category 
“other”, was only used during BA, TA, and RA analyses, and included species that were found in low 
abundance (Table III-1).  

Basal Area per Acre (BA) and Trees per Acre (TA). Of the three study watersheds, Rock Creek was found to 
have the highest BA (all species combined), averaging 177 feet2. Four Mile Creek ranked second, with 152 ft2,
while Bluff Creek was found to have the lowest, with 132 ft2. This trend did not repeat itself for TA (all species 
combined), as Bluff Creek was highest (240 trees/acre), followed by Four Mile Creek (229 trees/acre), and 
Rock Creek (198 trees/acre) (Figure 2). No significant differences were detected across watersheds for BA or 
TA. BA / TA ratio was <1 for all watersheds as well. 
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Figure 2. Total BA and TA (all species combined) by watershed.

Within Four Mile Creek, the top 3 species in terms of BA were hackberry (Celtis occidentalis), black walnut 
(Juglans nigra), and Osage orange (Maclura pomifera), with BAs of 49.4 ft2, 16.2 ft2, and 16.0 ft2, respectively 
(Figure 3). The top 3 BA species in Bluff Creek were ash (Fraxinus spp.) (32.7 ft2), hackberry (23.9 ft2), and 
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elm (Ulmus spp.) (21.1 ft2) (Figure 4). Within Rock Creek, the top 3 BA species were hackberry (86.7 ft2), black 
walnut (25.5 ft2), and other (18.6 ft2) (Figure 5). 
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Figure 3. Four Mile Creek BA composition by species.
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Figure 4. Bluff Creek BA composition by species.
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Figure 5. Rock Creek BA composition by species.

In terms of TA, Four Mile Creek was dominated by hackberry (85 trees/acre), ash (24 trees/acre), Elm (20
trees/acre), and mulberry (20 trees/acre). Bluff Creek was dominated by elm (64 trees/acre), hackberry (52
trees/acre), and ash (41 trees/acre), while Rock Creek was dominated by hackberry (110 trees/acre), elm (28
trees/acre), and black walnut (23 trees/acre) (Table 3). 

Table 3. Watershed TA Breakdown by species. 

FOUR MILE BLUFF ROCK
Species Average TA Species Average TA Species Average TA

Ash 24 Ash 41 Ash 9
Black 

Walnut 18 Black 
Walnut 19 Black 

Walnut 23

Elm 20 Elm 64 Elm 28
Hackberry 85 Hackberry 52 Hackberry 110

Honey 
Locust 16 Honey 

Locust 4 Honey 
Locust 0

Kentucky 
Coffee Tree 15 Kentucky 

Coffee Tree 14 Kentucky 
Coffee Tree 3

Mulberry 20 Mulberry 5 Mulberry 11
Oak 5 Oak 0 Oak 1

Osage 
Orange 18 Osage 

Orange 17 Osage 
Orange 2

Other 7 Other 23 Other 11
Note: Top 3 species per watershed displayed in red text.

Regeneration per Acre (RA). Bluff Creek exhibited the highest total RA (seedlings and saplings) of the 
watersheds with a mean of 2,692 trees/acre. Rock Creek and Four Mile Creek exhibited 2,588 trees/acre and 
2,125 trees/acre, respectively (Figure 6). Within all watersheds, regeneration was dominated by two species 
alone (elm and hackberry), which made up 97%, 84%, and 69% of the total RA within Rock Creek, Four Mile
Creek, and Bluff Creek watersheds, respectively (Figure 7). Tree species of higher commercial value (e.g., oak, 
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walnut) represented no more than 3% of the total regeneration present within study watersheds. In plots, 
seedlings were far more prevalent than saplings, with seedlings out-representing saplings by a ratio of nearly 
17:1. 
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Figure 6. Total RA (seedlings and saplings) by watershed. 
No significant difference was detected between RA mea
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Figure 7. Proportion of watershed RA represented by hackberry/elm, and the remainder of species.

Quadratic Mean Diameter. Quadratic Mean Diameter (QMD) is the average diameter of each tree species 
recorded during the project. QMD can assist land managers in developing effective strategies for forest 
management, including the scheduling of Forest Stand Improvement (e.g., thinning) and timber harvest. 
Landowners engaged in active forest management may be more likely to view riparian forests as economic 
assets, and less likely to degrade these areas, or convert forests to row crop agriculture. As an example, consider 
the QMD of black walnut (the most commercially valuable Kansas tree species) within study watersheds. Black 
walnut QMD was found to be 13”, 9”, and 14” for 4 Mile, Bluff, and Rock Creek watersheds, respectively 
(Figure 8). These walnut QMDs lie within the “zone of release” for the central portion of Kansas (Rhodes 
2013). Walnuts with QMDs within this zone would exhibit optimal growth response if subjected to a release 
treatment (Rhodes 2013); thus, shortening the time until harvestable size is achieved (typically 24” dbh).  
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Releases are commonly in the form of Forest Stand Improvement (FSI) practices, where adjacent, competing, 
less-desirable tree species are removed to enhance the growth of desired species. 

Forest Health Index. Rock Creek was found to have the highest mean FHI score, with 0.66 (Table 4). Mean 
FHI scores for Four Mile and Bluff Creek watershed plots were 0.59, and 0.57, respectively.

Species Richness and Diversity. For mature trees (>5 inches dbh), Four Mile Creek watershed exhibited both 
the highest species richness (SR) and species diversity (SD), with 1.07 and 2.03, respectively (Table 5). Bluff 
Creek exhibited a SR value of 0.76, and a SD value of 2.03, while Rock Creek exhibited SR and SD values of 
0.89 and 1.50, respectively.
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Figure 8. Black walnut QMD by watershed.

Bluff Creek exhibited the highest SR and SD values for forest regeneration species, with 1.08 and 1.40, 
respectively (Table 6). Rock Creek exhibited SR and SD values of 0.52 and 0.98, while Four Mile exhibited SR 
and SD values of 0.73 and 0.97, respectively.

Flood Frequency Extent (FFE). For mature trees, the 5 year FFE plots were found to have the highest BA and 
TA, 167 ft2, and 244 trees/acre, respectively; however, no significant differences were detected between FFE 

(Table 7). For RA, the 10-year FFE exhibited a RA of 4,338 trees/acre, which 
was significantly greater than the 2-, 5-, and 10+-year FFE (Table 7). The mature tree BA / TA ratio was <1 for 
all FFE.

No trends were noticed across FFE for SR and SD. The 10-year FFE exhibited the greatest SR, with 1.22, and 
was followed closely by the 2-year (1.18), 5-year (1.0), and 10+-year FFE (1.0) (Table 8). The 2-year FFE 
exhibited the greatest SD, with 1.96. This was followed by the 10-, 5-, and 10+-year FFE, with 1.93, 1.76, and 
1.57, respectively. 

Table 4. Mean Watershed Forest Health Index.

FOUR MILE (0202, 0203) BLUFF (0205) ROCK (0206)
Site FHI Site FHI Site FHI
130 0.75 21 0.55 54 0.75
160 0.8 22 0.45 34 0.8
118 0.3 23 0.6 35 0.5
120 0.35 24 0.6 33 0.7
10 0.75 8 0.65 58 0.7
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- - - - 93 0.6
- - - - 3 0.6

Mean 0.59 Mean 0.57 Mean 0.66

Table 5. Mature Tree Species Richness and Species Diversity by Watershed.

Watershed Mature Tree
Species Richness 

Mature Tree
Species Diversity 

FOUR MILE (0202, 0203) 1.07 2.03
BLUFF (0205) 0.76 2.03
ROCK (0206) 0.89 1.50

Table 6. Regeneration Species Richness and Diversity by Watershed. 

Watershed Regeneration
Species Richness 

Regeneration
Species Diversity 

FOUR MILE (0202, 0203) 0.73 0.97
BLUFF (0205) 1.08 1.40
ROCK (0206) 0.52 0.98

Qualitative Data. Livestock use (e.g., manure, trails, visible livestock) was most prevalent within Bluff Creek 
watershed plots, with 100% of all plots exhibiting some form of livestock evidence. Within Four Mile, livestock 
evidence was observed within 38% of plots, while only 33% of Rock Creek plots exhibited evidence of 
livestock use (Table 9). Active Forest Management (e.g., marked trees, evidence of thinning/harvest) was 
present on 83% of Rock Creek plots, and on 69 and 40% of Four Mile Creek and Bluff Creek plots, respectively 
(Table 9). It is of note that a majority of the management observed within watersheds was estimated to be 
relatively old (>20 yrs.), and of small scale (e.g., isolated fuel wood harvest).  While in plots, foresters classified 
the land use present beyond the first ACW into three groups: forest, grass, or row-crop. In all watersheds, the 
primary 2 ACW land use was forest (Table 10).

Table 7. Mature Tree BA, TA, and RA by FFE. 

FFE n BA TA RA1

2 YEAR 6 133 ft2 232 1979 (B)
5 YEAR 17 167 ft2 244 1617 (B)
10 YEAR 10 156 ft2 197 4,338 (A)

10+ YEAR 13 138 ft2 221 2,606 (B)
1 Statistically significant d indicated by different letters.

Table 8. Mature tree SR and SD by FFE.

FFE n Mature Tree
Species Richness 

Mature Tree
Species Diversity 

2 YEAR 6 1.18 1.96
5 YEAR 17 1.0 1.76
10 YEAR 10 1.22 1.93

10+ YEAR 13 1.0 1.57

Table 9. Qualitative Riparian Forest Inventory Plot Data. 

% Plots with Plot Second ACW Land Use
Watershed # Plots Livestock Management Forest Grass Crop
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Four Mile 16 38 69 15 1 0
BLUFF 15 100 40 13 2 0
ROCK 18 33 83 18 0 0

3.0 Summary and Recommendations

3.1 Wetland Inventory (TWIP) 

3.1.1 Potential Wetland Areas
A total of 18 potential wetland areas (PWAs) were assessed during September and October 2013 after 
landowner permission was granted (Tables 1 and 2). Out of this total, 10 wetlands were documented including 
one additional wetland found during field work.  These wetlands were variable in type (PEM to PFO), size 
(0.011 to 1.233 acres), and FFE (2-year to 10-year).  Wetland functions tended to be low to moderate for each 
wetland and water quality tended to be comparable to wetlands in other studies. Other factors—vegetation, 
soils, and hydrology—were also fairly consistent. For example, wooded wetlands were usually dominated by 
buttonbush, American elm, and black willow, while herbaceous wetlands were often vegetated by a mix of 
hydrophytic plants such as dotted smartweed, giant ragweed, Pennsylvania smartweed, beggar ticks, rice cut 
grass, Virginia wild rye, seedlings of cottonwood and black willow, and rough barnyard grass. Further-more, 
soils were consistently hydric in each of the wetlands and all but two of the wetlands were dry at the time of the 
survey.

Whether a wetland is dry or not has more to do with the time since the last rain or flood event at least in the case 
of our field work in 2013. Connectivity of floodplain wetland to an adjacent stream may also be a factor in 
some cases.  The value of using the FFE process in ‘predicting’ or identifying the presence of a wetland in a 
floodplain oxbow was highly successful with the 2-year FFE as 8 of 11 PWAs (72.7%) were found to be 
wetlands in the field, having all three wetland parameters per the Corps Midwestern Supplement. These are 
reasonable results as the more frequent the flood event the more likely the stream is connected to the floodplain 
wetland.  But predictability can be reduced by small scale changes (e.g., sedimentation, scouring, and drift 
lines), recent fluctuations, unforeseen culverts, and anthropomorphic activities (e.g., grading, cropping, etc.)
that are not picked up by the FFE calculations.  In addition, selection of PWAs for study was ultimately 
dependent on landowner permission so not all PWAs were ideal. For example, Site 58 lacked a TWIP polygon, 
but exhibited flooding on 2012 aerials and Site 120 is a man-made pond on the edge of a floodplain. 
Consequently, predictability is less than 100% at a 2-year FFE or not reliable at less frequent flood events (i.e., 
5- and 10-year FFE) where only 3 of 8 sites (37.5%) were ‘identified’ as wetlands using the FFE process (Table 
10).

Table 10. Summary of Connectivity of Streams (FFE) and Potential Wetland Sites

Class
Flood Frequency Extent

2-Year 5-Year 10-Year All
Upland1 3 5 0 8
PEM 6 2 0 8
PEM-PFO 1 0 0 1
PABF-PEM 0 0 1 1
PSS 1 0 0 1
Total 11 7 1 19

Upland1 3 5 0 8
Wetland 8 2 1 11
Total 10 7 1 19
1 includes upland oxbow north of Site 120; Site 33 had no FFE calculated.
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2-Year FFE: % wetland = 72.7% (8 of 11); 5- to 10-Year FFE: % wetland = 37.5% (3 of 8)

3.1.2 Functional Assessment
None of the 11 wetlands in the Four Mile Creek, Rock Creek, and Bluff Creek watersheds had average scores of 
over 50% (Table II-1 and Figure II-12 in Part 4 of Appendix II). These results are not surprising given the 
limited acreage and diversity, narrow configuration, relative short hydroperiod, and location on private land.  

3.1.3 Water Quality
Water quality sampling of all the wetlands in the three watersheds was not possible primarily due to drying 
conditions in the watersheds by the September and October sampling efforts in 2013. As a result, only 2 of the 
11 wetlands were sampled for water quality during the fall 2013 sampling in the three watersheds (Table II-1 in 
Appendix II, Part 5). Given the limited sample size and low water levels in the wetlands, only general 
conclusions can be stated. In general, water quality levels of the wetlands in 2013 are not unexpected given the 
characteristics of the wetland sites and overall conditions.

3.2 Riparian Forest Inventory: Field

3.2.1. Summary of Results
The watershed with the lowest KDHE Disturbance Index (KDHE-DI), Four Mile Creek, did not exhibit any 
evidence that would suggest its riparian forests to be of a higher quality than the remaining two watersheds. The 
Four Mile Creek watershed often ranked 2nd in many forest health indicator categories (Table 11) and ranked 
lowest for regeneration species diversity (SD). As can be observed in Table 11, no significant trends were 
present that would allow investigators to reliably rank study watersheds in terms of overall forest health. In 
addition, no statistically significant differences were detected between watersheds for the vast majority of 

(Tables 7 and 8). The lack of trends may be the result of inventory plot placement. Although the overall Four 
Mile Creek watershed did exhibit the lowest KDHE-DI score, inventory plots were performed within a number 
of HUC 12 sub-watersheds that exhibited a higher KDHE-DI score relative to that of the overall Four Mile
Creek watershed. Significant differences and trends in forest health may have been more apparent if plots were 
evenly distributed across watersheds, capturing the full range of HUC 12 KDHE-DI scores. Future intra-
watershed comparisons may be beneficial in elucidating the effects of watershed disturbance and FFE on forest 
health, as well as the impacts of forest health on overall watershed health.  As mentioned previously, plot 
location was dependent on whether investigators could gain access to private lands.  

In general, the field inventory data suggest that riparian forests in all three watersheds are in moderate health 
condition. Results for many parameters (e.g., BA, TA, and RA) were similar to those found in previous riparian 
forest assessments performed within “degraded” Kansas watersheds, which would be predicted to have a high 
KDHE-DI score (i.e., Delaware River, Tuttle Creek, Spring River). 

Although health rankings were moderate, many threats to forest health and sustainability were observed within 
watersheds. These threats, if unchecked, could lead to increased degradation over time and lower the ability of 
riparian forests to perform necessary environmental services. 

The two greatest threats present were excessive riparian cattle use and lack of active forest management (Photos 
1 and 2 in Appendix III). Excessive cattle use within riparian areas can have a significant negative impact on 
forest health through soil compaction, and regeneration / ground cover degradation.
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Table 11. General watershed ranking by forest health parameter.

Parameter Watershed
BA / TA ratio ROCK FOUR MILE BLUFF

Forest Health Index (FHI) ROCK FOUR MILE BLUFF
Mature Spp. Richness (SR) FOUR MILE ROCK BLUFF
Regen. Spp. Richness (SR) BLUFF FOUR MILE ROCK
Mature Spp. Diversity (SD) FOUR MILE /

BLUFF
- ROCK

Regen. Spp. Diversity (SD) BLUFF ROCK FOUR MILE
Riparian Cattle Impact ROCK FOUR MILE BLUFF

Forest Management ROCK FOUR MILE BLUFF
Best  <----------------------------------> Worst

A lack of active forest management generally results in lower-value, shade tolerant species dominating both the 
forest canopy and regeneration. These trends are visible in the study watersheds, especially in regards to 
regeneration, which was dominated by two species alone (elm and hackberry). It is of note that while forest 
management was observed on many sites, the management was generally old (> 20 years) and of a non-
sustainable nature (high-grade walnut harvest). The near-monoculture that may result from a lack of 
management is undesirable in terms of forest protection, as landowners tend to place little to no value on these 
species. When landowners view riparian forests as an asset, instead of waste areas, they may be more inclined 
to protect these areas, and be less likely to degrade them (e.g., allow cattle access, convert to row crop 
agriculture, etc.). A near monoculture also makes riparian forests more vulnerable to, and lessens their ability to 
recover from, disturbance / disease (e.g., Emerald Ash Borer).  

Additional, statewide research is needed to more accurately quantify and assess the impacts of riparian forests 
on water quality and watershed health in Kansas. 

3.2.2 Management Recommendations
Addressing the excessive riparian cattle use should be a top priority within all watersheds, but especially Bluff 
Creek, where 100% of inventory plots had evidence of use/degradation. Restricted use can be accomplished 
through a variety of practices, such as limited access points, alternative water sources, riparian fencing, and 
creation of alternative shelter (e.g., windbreaks). 

Active forest management would act to increase species diversity, and reduce the extensive dominance of the 
canopy and regeneration by shade tolerant, low-dollar value species such as elm and hackberry. Forest Stand 
Improvement (FSI) is an ideal practice to achieve this and get more landowners interested in actively managing 
their riparian woodlands. FSI entails deadening select trees to enhance the growth of other landowner-desired 
species. FSI would also act to lessen the lopsided seedling / sapling ratio found in all watersheds. Cost share is 
available at a level that allows landowners to hire contractors to perform FSI work. 
In general, existing forests associated with inventory plots were of the appropriate width for streambank 
stabilization (Table 9); thus, an extensive riparian forest buffer promotion initiative would warrant less attention 
at this time. 

3.3 TWIP

3.3.1 Wetland Inventory
TWIP 4.0 refinements generally achieved all of the desired and intended outcomes.  Where bridge and culvert 
locations were breached in the LiDAR, more accurate wetland identification was achieved.  Masking out 1 
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ACW stream channels from TWIP 4.0 wetland inventories helped to distinguish the stream channel from the 
floodplain wetlands.  This improved wetland area estimates since “channel noise” did not affect estimates of 
PWAs and LWAs.  Additionally, masking out known pond extent from the wetland inventory allowed 
distinction between pond deep water habitats and pond fringe wetlands, which also improved wetland area 
estimates. However, improvements to TWIP from 3.1 to 4.0 came at a data processing cost.  Additional, custom 
processing effort and time was required for the Rock Creek-Neosho HUC-10 watershed and study area.

The percentage of total wetlands was the highest and nearly the same for Upper Four Mile Creek, Lower Four 
Mile Creek, and Lower Rock Creek watersheds, but this was only 0.1 to 0.3% more than for Upper Rock Creek 
or Bluff Creek watersheds.  Lower Four Mile Creek had the highest percentage of LWA acres in its watershed, 
but only marginally more (0.1%) than Upper Four Mile Creek and Lower Rock Creek watersheds, and only 
0.3% and 0.4% more than Upper Rock Creek and Bluff Creek watersheds.  Interestingly, Lower Four Mile 
Creek had the lowest percentage of total floodplain wetlands (wetlands connected to 10-year FFE or more 
frequent flood events) and lowest percentage of floodplain LWA.  No conclusion can be reached regarding the 
effects of total and floodplain wetland areas on stream quality important to “Heritage Stream” designation.

3.3.2 Riparian Forest Inventory: GIS
Percentage of riparian forest (2 ACW) was the lowest in Upper Four Mile Creek and highest in Lower Rock 
Creek.  Percentage of riparian cropland (2 ACW) was highest in Lower Rock Creek and Lower Four Mile 
Creek.  Dense riparian forest cover (2 ACW) was lowest in Lower Four Mile Creek and Upper Four Mile 
Creek.  Upper Four Mile Creek, Upper Rock Creek, and Lower Four Mile Creek have the highest percentage of 
riparian forest in the less than 2-year FFE.  However, Lower Rock Creek has a significant amount of riparian 
forest in the 2- to 5-year FFE, so all watersheds except Bluff Creek have comparable properly functioning 
condition (PFC) riparian forest (all riparian forest with less than 5-year FFE).  Lower Rock Creek and Lower 
Four Mile Creek have the most acres of riparian area in need of establishment (i.e., cropland in riparian area).  If 
a conclusion can be reached, and that is questionable, it would be that GIS analyses of riparian forest indicated 
that riparian forests in Four Mile Creek watersheds are at best “equal” to the quality of riparian forest in the 
other study area watersheds, but may be of less quality especially with respect to extent.  Four Mile Creek was 
selected as a “Heritage Stream” over Bluff Creek and Rock Creek.  However, riparian forest area or dense forest 
cover do not appear to have been a driver for that designation as had been hoped to demonstrate.

3.3.3 Stream Geomorphological Variables
Calculation of stream geomorphological variables using GIS and LiDAR proved possible with aid from 
reference condition regression equations and in-stream bankfull estimates.  However, it was not feasible (due to 
limited funding) to evaluate the GIS variables in comparison to enough in-stream cross-section and longitudinal 
values, such as bankfull elevation, riffle elevation, etc.  It was possible to approximate the entrenchment ratios 
and Rosgen stream classes associated with visited sites.  However, the task proved difficult and was not 
convincing.  Overall, streams were classified as Bc and F channel streams, and there was no obvious difference 
evidenced through comparisons of stream geomorphological variables or stream classes.  No clear designation 
of a “Heritage Stream” was possible within the study area using the GIS- and LiDAR calculated stream 
geomorphological variables.

3.3.4 Comparison of Wetland and Riparian Resources to KDHE Disturbance Index
There was no statistical correlation between KDHE-DI and riparian forest or total wetland resources for any of 
the Rock Creek-Neosho HUC-10 KDHE-DI subwatersheds and this was also true for the study area.
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Goal 3.  Develop Heritage Stream Conservation Policy Paper for Adoption in the Kansas Water Plan. 
A project to identify heritage streams in Kansas was funded by an EPA Healthy Watersheds Initiative 
Demonstration Grant, awarded under Section 104(b)(3) of the Clean Water Act to KDHE.  Field work by 
KDHE staff took place during the summers of 2011- 2012 in several pilot heritage watersheds to verify results 
of the desktop watershed disturbance index score data generated as part of the grant. Watershed disturbance 
index data identify heritage (reference, least impacted) watersheds throughout the state with the highest 
potential to support physical, chemical and biological characteristics of properly functioning streams.   

The intent of this work was originally to develop a state policy that would outline measures to be taken to 
provide enhanced protections for these high quality streamsA procedure is in place for development and 
adoption of policies into the Kansas Water Plan (KWP). This procedure includes the following steps:  
Development of a Concept Paper; Development of a Background Paper; Development and Public Review of a 
Draft Policy; Development and Public Review of a Final Draft Policy; and Adoption of the Policy Paper into 
the Kansas Water Plan.  The first step, development of a Concept Paper, was accomplished and presented for 
approval at the January 2012 meeting of the Kansas Water Authority.  The next step was to be development of a 
more detailed background paper.  During the field season of 2011 - 2012, through interaction with numerous 
WRAPS groups, agencies and private landowners it became apparent that government oversight of these high 
quality streams, which the policy paper would represent, was not going to be effective at achieving the goal of 
increased protections for them.  The formal procedure for policy paper development was subsequently replaced 
with the development of recommendations for future protections included in the final report for the KDHE/EPA 
Health Watershed Initiatives project.  The intent remains to seek institutional protections, but the vehicle has 
changed from formal policy adoption to incorporating the recommendations into the five year update of the 
Kansas Water Plan, when a final draft is available, will undergo public review including Basin Advisory 
Committee and other input.

Several governmental agencies administer programs that promote the voluntary adoption of agricultural best 
management practices and/or the restoration and protection of riparian areas and adjacent surface waters. Some 
of these programs also offer financial incentives to participating landowners. To date, available funding has 
been used primarily to improve conditions in heavily degraded watersheds. As part of this project, KDHE 
personnel met with representatives from the State Conservation Commission (SCC), the Kansas Water Office 
(KWO), the Kansas Forestry Service, the Kansas Department of Wildlife, Parks and Tourism (KDWP&T), the 
Natural Resources Conservation Service, and the Farm Service Agency to encourage the application of a 
portion of these funds in high quality watersheds containing reference streams. KDHE also met with 
representatives from prominent conservation organizations (Kansas Chapter of the Nature Conservancy, State 
Association of Kansas Watersheds, Kansas Alliance for Wetlands and Streams) and farm groups (Kansas 
Livestock Association, Kansas Farm Bureau) to gauge their level of interest in reference stream 
protection/conservation and to explore opportunities for future collaboration. KWO, KDHE, KDWPT and other 
natural resource organizations were of the opinion that landowners would welcome offers by the agencies to 
assist them with protecting their high quality streams and watersheds. All entities recognized that buy-in by 
private landowners would be essential to implement any new policy developed by the state.  

With an interest in further protecting these watersheds from future degradation, KDHE staff tried to make 
contact with landowners to discuss the benefits and attributes of high quality streams flowing on their 
properties. This was very challenging due to distrust of private landowners towards government officials.  
When contact with private landowners was granted, it became clear that there was little interest in further 
government activities to protect them, and in fact, there was resistance to the concept.  The initial meeting with 
one of the principal landowners on Rock Creek set the tone for all subsequent discussions. The landowners were 
very suspicious that there would be some negative impact to the landowners in the watershed if a state or 
federal agency would be allowed to take water quality samples on Rock Creek. They were worried that an 
endangered species would be found and some type of regulation would be put in place that would limit the 
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ability of the landowners to use their land in any way. Unless all the landowners in the watershed were on-board 
with allowing any water quality monitoring, they would deny access to the stream. In the end, they felt the risk 
was too high and did not give KDHE permission to take water quality samples.  

A similar attitude was expressed in the Neosho Headwaters WRAPS although permission to sample Fourmile 
Creek was obtained. However, the WRAPS Stakeholder Leadership Team was adamant in not placing water 
quality protection as a core objective in its watershed plan, opting instead to emphasize reduction in phosphorus 
and sediment loads into John Redmond Reservoir and concomitant achievement of dissolved oxygen criteria on 
Allen and Dows Creeks. Episodes such as these highlight a key aspect of trying to introduce protection 
concepts into water quality management in Kansas: there is a latent distrust in government among the 
population, especially in rural areas where most potential heritage streams are located. 

With the exception of the Cowley County Conservation District and the Grouse Creek Watershed 
District/WRAPS, locals have been silent as to protection initiatives. The Grouse Creek WRAPS has undertaken 
protection of Grouse Creek, a candidate heritage stream, as a core mission. Their draft WRAPS watershed plan 
applies EPA’s 9-element watershed planning toward maintaining current loads of total suspended solids and 
total phosphorus in six subwatersheds of Grouse Creek and attempting to reduce pollutant loads at higher runoff 
conditions to protect the water quality of the stream system. KDHE has prepared a draft protection TMDL for 
TSS and phosphorus on Grouse Creek and, in concert with the Grouse Creek watershed, will advocate for its 
inclusion in the Lower Arkansas and/or Walnut Basin Plans of the Kansas Water Plan as a high priority TMDL. 
Thereafter, the Cowley County Conservation District can apply to the Division of Conservation for funds that 
support installation of best management practices along the creek. 

No other local resource management group associated with the other five candidate heritage streams has 
requested a TMDL to facilitate financial resource acquisition for protection activities. In Kansas, TMDLs still 
have a negative connotation in some quarters as a regulatory instrument to be avoided at all costs. Local 
agencies and groups, including conservation districts, WRAPS and the Department of the Army (for Sevenmile 
Creek flowing through Fort Riley), saw no benefit in developing a TMDL for the heritage stream in their 
jurisdiction. Conversely, most saw detriments in excessive government (KDHE and EPA) oversight over their 
activities if a TMDL was developed. The incentive of possible enhanced funding through the State Water 
Planning Process was not sufficiently strong to be able overcome inherent reticence in interacting with 
governmental water quality agencies with a regulatory function. Therefore, it is likely the use of protection-
based TMDLs in Kansas will come about through local initiatives and requests for such an approach rather than 
through any proposals of KDHE.

The distribution of WRAPS groups is not statewide and only two of the six candidate heritage streams lie within 
watersheds with existing WRAPS groups: Grouse Creek WRAPS and Fourmile Creek within the Neosho 
Headwaters WRAPS. While the Grouse Creek WRAPS enthusiastically embraced the concept of protection of 
the water quality of Grouse Creek, the Neosho Headwaters WRAPS was taciturn in getting involved with 
KDHE on the heritage stream initiative. Additionally, early in this project, discussions with the Cottonwood 
WRAPS, regarding the possibility of the WRAPS enlisting the landowners along Rock Creek in Chase County 
to participate in the project, were rapidly rebuffed. The Stakeholder Leadership Team managing that WRAPS 
directed KDHE to contact the landowners in the Rock Creek Watershed directly to find out if the landowners 
wanted to get involved in the HWI, including obtaining water quality samples on their portions of Rock Creek. 
Subsequent conversations with those landowners by KDHE and the Chase County Extension Agent also 
displayed major unease in participating in the project with the State.

In Kansas, 98 – 99% of land is privately held and landowners exhibit a cautious attitude regarding the intent of 
government initiatives such as the HWI. Furthermore, when discussing the concept of “protection”, the 
connotation among private landowners was, “Protect this land and stream from whom? Me?” The presence of 
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minimally impacted watersheds supporting high quality stream systems is a tribute and function of the 
stewardship ethos of individual landowners in those watersheds. The intervention of government under the 
guise of assistance in protecting those lands and waters is viewed as both intrusive and unnecessary. Hence, a 
majority of initiatives taken by Kansas natural resource agencies to protect high quality land and water 
resources have been rebuffed, including the HWI, conservation easements offered by the Kansas Department of 
Wildlife, Parks and Tourism, and land acquisition.

The use of non-governmental and nonprofit organizations such as the Nature Conservancy, the Kansas Alliance 
for Wetlands and Streams, the Kansas Land Trust, or the Kansas Grazing Lands Coalition, a venture supported 
by the Kansas Livestock Association, have been more successful in obtaining protection of high quality lands. 
Such success stems from using the private marketplace as a vehicle for maintaining the landowner as the 
principal party in securing and managing those lands to maintain their heritage, which in some cases, includes 
agricultural production such as grazing. Governmental initiatives for protection are most successful using these 
NGOs as the delivery agents for program participation in Kansas.

Given the reliance on incentive-based management practices which are voluntary in nature, the application of 
those practices is subject to the ebb and flow of commodity pricing that introduces opportunity costs for 
participation. Mandatory elements and standards in the application process and design of practices and reporting 
and maintenance requirements act as disincentives for some producers to participate in government programs. 
But a latent distrust of government, or, at best, the view that government is relegated to problem solving, may 
present the most formidable barrier to encouraging protection efforts where there is no obvious problem to 
solve, hence, no rationale for government to be involved. NGO’s tend to have a more patient timeline than 
agency programs for individuals to enter agreements for protecting resources. Coincidentally, the relative 
permanence of those agreements likely is enhanced through the use of market-based approaches than the 
traditional cost-share arrangements favored by government. 

Even when there is local interest in protection efforts, divergent views on what protection means can put a 
damper on cooperative ventures. For example, the Grouse Creek WRAPS, comprising individual landowners in 
the watershed, wanted to support one of their members’ economic projects to develop gravel dredging from the 
channel of upper Grouse Creek, notwithstanding the fact that resource extraction runs counter to the concept of 
protecting a heritage stream. The different perspectives between KDHE and the WRAPS on this issue created a 
strained relationship relative to future plans for the heritage stream project. 

In short, program participation for protection efforts in Kansas can be successful if it is initiated at the local 
level as opposed to a state or Federal initiative. Aligning the appropriate programs to meet a protection-based 
objective can be accomplished through watershed planning or establishing protection-based TMDLs, which 
then can leverage financial assistance from those cost-share programs. As such, the State’s role in protection 
activities is educating the public on the benefits of heritage caliber streams, obtaining monitoring data to 
document and characterize such streams and to stand in readiness to respond to local initiatives and requests for 
assistance. Opportunities for government to initiate action of its own to protect the conditions seen on streams 
exhibiting high quality that reflects a minimally disrupted watershed will be consistent with its existing 
authorities to regulate impacting activities.

There may be less of a role for government in dealing with activities that lie outside its purview, such as 
impacts from non-point sources of pollutants. State programs should facilitate local activities for protection and 
provide financial assistance for implementation, provide information on the intended project through data 
acquisition and analysis and assist outreach efforts to distribute that information to garner support for the 
project. In order to secure the priority of a geographically specific protection effort, State-supported watershed 
plans or TMDLs should be incorporated as part of the Kansas Water Plan, thereby providing motivation for 
state programs to assist protection activities and projects in that geographic location. As such, non-regulatory 
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protection of candidate heritage streams outside of those flowing through public lands in Kansas will be likely 
be an ad hoc exercise initiated by a local watershed group or nonprofit organization acting in concert with 
landowners.
 
WRAPS groups have been established throughout much of Kansas and are now positioned to include reference 
streams in their watershed planning and protection efforts. These groups were encouraged by KDHE to 
incorporate reference stream considerations in their nine-element watershed management plans during the 
Kansas WRAPS work group meeting early in 2011. KDHE met individually with representatives of the Grouse-
Silver Creek Watershed WRAPS, the Neosho Headwater WRAPS, and the Cottonwood River WRAPS to 
discuss the implications and benefits of designating streams within their respective WRAPS boundaries as 
heritage streams. As appropriate, watershed districts also will be encouraged to incorporate similar 
considerations in their general plans (i.e., alongside their traditional plans for watershed development). 

The conservation and protection of reference ecosystems should be included among the shared goals of all 
natural resource agencies in Kansas. The next revision of the Kansas Water Plan seemingly would provide an 
ideal opportunity for articulating these shared goals and obtaining public feedback. Pursuant to K.S.A. 82a-901
et seq., this planning document establishes a multi-agency framework for addressing water-related issues within 
the state. Responsibility for its preparation and maintenance rests chiefly with the KWO. Therefore, KDHE will 
work with KWO during the upcoming year to incorporate changes in the Kansas Water Plan that underscore the 
ecological and regulatory importance of reference streams and facilitate the long-term protection/conservation 
of these exceptional aquatic systems.

The Kansas Water Authority was kept informed of the project because the original intent was to develop a new 
policy to be included in the Kansas Water Plan that would outline new efforts at higher levels of protection for 
these watersheds.  By the end of the pilot verification process, it was clear that public support, particularly by 
the landowners themselves, for additional government programs to protect heritage watersheds was not 
widespread.  As a result, recommendations for protection (outlined below) will utilize existing programs and a 
new policy paper was not developed.

For Kansas, protection of heritage streams from loads generated by non-point sources of pollution, likely 
reflecting alteration in historic land use is best provided by incorporation in watershed-based plans or 
protection-based TMDLs. Subsequently, incorporation of those Clean Water Act products into the Kansas 
Water Plan provides clear guidance to state agencies to direct programs to assist protection efforts on specific 
waters in each of the State’s 12 major river basins and opens a pathway to use the State Water Plan Fund to 
expedite assistance of those efforts. Nonetheless, practices to blunt the impact from non-point sources will 
continue to follow a voluntary approach that leaves the decisions in the hands of individual producers and 
landowners.

Given the predominant private land holdings in Kansas, high quality streams exist because of low demographic 
stresses in their watersheds and limited alteration of their land surface. The retention of the natural hydrologic, 
geochemical and biological processes that produce high quality water also reflects a highly developed 
stewardship ethic on the part of the landowners in those watersheds. The vision of those landowners will largely 
dictate the future condition of such heritage-caliber streams in Kansas. 
However, one role of government is to facilitate and support initiatives brought about on behalf of local 
interests, either through watershed groups or non-governmental organizations, such as the Nature Conservancy. 
Efforts by government to initiate protective actions dealing with land use and activities lying outside the 
regulatory realm of the Clean Water Act will likely be rebuffed in Kansas. Such public sector initiatives might 
be successful where the watershed is largely held as public or governmental land, including military 
reservations or national preserves. For private lands, the potential benefits of financial incentives are likely not 
sufficient to override historic reluctance to engage government agencies in joint management ventures.
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Nevertheless, the KDHE heritage stream identification project builds upon recent efforts to identify, monitor, 
and adequately protect and conserve minimally altered watersheds and stream reaches in Kansas. Several 
measures are being considered to protect and maintain the physical, chemical, and biological condition of these 
exceptional waters. The State’s role in protection activities will focus on educating the public on the benefits of 
heritage caliber streams, obtaining monitoring data to document and characterize such streams and to stand in 
readiness to respond to local initiatives and requests for assistance. 

Opportunities for government to initiate action of its own will be consistent with its existing authorities to 
regulate impacting activities, although there may be less of a role for government in dealing with impacts from 
unregulated non-point sources of pollutants. While the social and political nature of Kansas tends to limit the 
role of state government in protecting these heritage streams, there are number of actions that can be undertaken 
to minimize future alteration of these heritage streams and their watersheds.
 

Continue to collect physical, geomorphic, chemical and biological data from streams located in minimally 
impacted watersheds as time, opportunity and resources allow. 

Continue to educate the citizens of Kansas on the benefit and value of heritage streams, describing their 
characteristics and the factors, including high quality wetlands, that make them of such high quality. 

In the short term, upgrade the classification of Sevenmile, Fourmile and Nescatunga Creeks as Exceptional 
State Waters. In the long term, seek opportunities to establish streams flowing through Federal lands as 
ONRWs. 

As needed, establish protection-based TMDLs for heritage streams to maintain water quality and the 
existing designated uses of those streams, consistent with the antidegradation policy of the Kansas Surface 
Water Quality Standards. 

Any wasteload allocations established though a protection-based TMDL will maintain existing water quality 
and require any potential future new or expanded discharger, subject to a NPDES permit. 

Load allocations of pollutants established under a protection-based TMDL should be reduced through 
application of appropriate Best Management Practices on non-point sources to abate the discharge of those 
pollutants.

Such protection-based TMDLs will be a High Priority for implementation, consistent with similar 
designations made for restoration-based TMDLs cited in the Kansas Water Plan.

As a High Priority TMDL, its implementation should receive full consideration for funding through the 
cost-share programs managed by Kansas Department of Agriculture’s Division of Conservation, as 
resources allow. 
For heritage streams that are tributary to impaired waters that are subject to a TMDL, provide for protective 
load allocations to the heritage streams as part of the watershed-based water quality restoration TMDL. 

KDHE should send a letter to the Chief Engineer of the Kansas Department of Agriculture’s Division of 
Water Resources requesting he utilize his existing authorities to protect the six heritage streams from 
dewatering and loss of in-stream uses. 
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Utilize Watershed Restoration and Protection Strategy (WRAPS) groups, basin advisory committees, 
watershed districts, non-governmental organizations, conservation groups and other interested citizen 
groups to promote the benefit and value of heritage streams through public presentations, conservation 
awards, signage at sites of protective management practices and recognition of collaborative efforts in 
statewide forums. 

Continue to use the 401 certification process to apply protective conditions on activities that potentially 
impact heritage stream systems. 

Abide by the antidegradation policy within the Kansas Surface Water Quality Standards in reviewing 
proposed NPDES permits for discharges into heritage streams. 

Stand ready to provide technical, educational and financial support for local initiatives to protect high 
quality waters through KDHE’s Section 319 program and the conservation programs of the Kansas 
Department of Agriculture’s Division of Conservation. 

Partner with non-governmental organizations, such as The Nature Conservancy, on opportunities to protect 
minimally impacted watershed lands and the waters that they produce.

As the five year update of the Kansas Water Plan continues to be developed, recommendations to protect high 
quality watersheds will be included in strategic plans for watershed protection.  These will include heightened 
recognition of the role of wetland and riparian areas in improving watershed function. 
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APPENDIX I
PART 1. FIGURES



Figure I-1.  Nine HUC-12 Watersheds Comprising Rock Creek- Neosho River HUC-10.
Upper Four Mile Creek, Lower Four Mile Creek, Upper Rock Creek, Lower Rock Creek, 
and Bluff Creek were selected as the study area.



Figure I-2.  Five HUC-12 Watersheds Selected as Study Area for 2011 EPA Wetland
Program Development Grant:  Upper Four Mile Creek, Lower Four Mile Creek, Upper 
Rock Creek, Lower Rock Creek, and Bluff Creek.



Figure I-3.  Range of KDHE Cumulative Disturbance Index (KDHE-DI) values for 2011 
EPA Wetland Program Development Grant.  



Figure I-4.  Wetland Inventory: Likely (LWA) and potential wetland (PWA) areas 
identified by TWIP 4.0 for the Rock Creek-Neosho River HUC-10.  Note that polygons 
are slightly exaggerated for easier viewing.



Figure I-5.  Flood frequency extent for Rock Creek-Neosho HUC-10 and Study Area. 



Figure I-6.  Riparian forest inventory for Rock Creek-Neosho HUC-10 and Study Area: 
Riparian forest areas identified by heads-up analysis of Bing Imagery and clipped to a 
buffer extent twice the width of two active channels (2 ACW = two bankfull channel 
widths) on either side of a one active width stream channel. The stream channel was 
excluded from the riparian forest inventory area. 



Figure I-7.  Riparian Forest Cover for Four Mile Creek Study Area: Riparian forest areas 
were identified by heads-up analysis of Bing Imagery and clipped to a buffer extent twice 
the width of two active channels (2 ACW = two bankfull channel widths) on either side 
of a one active width stream channel.  The stream channel was excluded from the riparian 
forest inventory area.  Riparian forest cover was estimated based on Normalized 
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) values for 2012 color-infrared National Agriculture 
Imagery Program (NAIP) imagery for the study area.



Figure I-8.  Riparian Forest Cover for Rock Creek and Bluff Creek Study Area: Riparian 
forest areas identified by heads-up analysis of Bing Imagery and clipped to a buffer 
extent twice the width of two active channels (2 ACW = two bankfull channel widths) on 
either side of a one active width stream channel. The stream channel was excluded from 
the riparian forest inventory area. Riparian forest cover was estimated based on 
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) values for 2012 color-infrared National 
Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) imagery for the study area.



Figure I-9. Locations of field sites in study area.



Figure I-10.  Site 118 in Upper Four Mile Creek indicating LiDAR-based predictions for 
bankfull width extent, flood prone width extent, and flood frequency extent.



Figure I-11. Site 120 in Upper Four Mile Creek indicating LiDAR-based predictions for 
bankfull width extent, flood prone width extent, and flood frequency extent.



Figure I-12. Site 160 in Upper Four Mile Creek indicating LiDAR-based predictions for 
bankfull width extent, flood prone width extent, and flood frequency extent.



Figure I-13. Site 130 in Upper Four Mile Creek indicating LiDAR-based predictions for 
bankfull width extent, flood prone width extent, and flood frequency extent.



Figure I-14. Site 10 in Lower Four Mile Creek indicating LiDAR-based predictions for 
bankfull width extent, flood prone width extent, and flood frequency extent.



Figure I-15. Site 93 and Site 3 in Upper Rock Creek indicating LiDAR-based predictions 
for bankfull width extent, flood prone width extent, and flood frequency extent.



Figure I-16.  Site 23 in Bluff Creek indicating LiDAR-based predictions for bankfull 
width extent, flood prone width extent, and flood frequency extent.



Figure I-17.  Site 24 and Site 22 in Bluff Creek indicating LiDAR-based predictions for 
bankfull width extent, flood prone width extent, and flood frequency extent.



Figure I-18.  Site 21 and Site 22 in Bluff Creek indicating LiDAR-based predictions for 
bankfull width extent, flood prone width extent, and flood frequency extent.



Figure I-19.  Site 54 in Lower Rock Creek indicating LiDAR-based predictions for 
bankfull width extent, flood prone width extent, and flood frequency extent.



Figure I-20.  Site 62 in Lower Rock Creek indicating LiDAR-based predictions for 
bankfull width extent, flood prone width extent, and flood frequency extent.



Figure I-21.  Site 58 in Lower Rock Creek indicating LiDAR-based predictions for 
bankfull width extent, flood prone width extent, and flood frequency extent.



Figure I-22.  Site 34 in Lower Rock Creek indicating LiDAR-based predictions for 
bankfull width extent, flood prone width extent, and flood frequency extent.



Figure I-23. Site 33 in Lower Rock Creek indicating LiDAR-based predictions for 
bankfull width extent, flood prone width extent, and flood frequency extent.



APPENDIX I
PART 2. TABLES



Table I-1.  TWIP 4.0 wetland inventory by Rock Creek-Neosho HUC-10 and Study 
Area.

Watershed (WS) LWA % WS PWA % WS TOTAL % WS
Elm 248.16 1.3 64.32 0.3 312.48 1.6
Upper Four Mile 231.58 0.9 67.38 0.3 298.96 1.2
Low34 Four Mile 210.27 1.0 24.45 0.1 234.71 1.2
Upp34 Rock 148.83 0.6 105.02 0.4 253.84 0.9
Bluff 227.66 0.9 56.57 0.2 284.23 1.2
Lower Rock 197.60 0.7 86.14 0.3 283.74 1.0
Big John 436.66 1.3 87.03 0.3 523.69 1.6
Wright 121.08 0.9 44.08 0.3 165.16 1.2
Lake Kahola 265.88 0.7 90.28 0.2 356.16 1.0
TOTAL 2087.71 0.9 625.26 0.3 2712.98 1.2

Highlighted area = Study Area. LWA = Likely Wetland Area.  PWA = Potential Wetland Area.



Table I-2. TWIP 4.0 wetland inventory by flood frequency extent and study area watershed.

  2Y Flood Frequency Extent: Wetland Acres 
Watershed (WS) LWA % WS PWA % WS TOTAL % WS 
Upper Four Mile 11.74 0.06 13.01 0.07 24.74 0.13 
Lower Four Mile 5.18 0.02 5.58 0.02 10.76 0.04 
Upper Rock 2.37 0.01 22.23 0.11 24.60 0.12 
Bluff 9.66 0.04 7.14 0.03 16.80 0.06 
Lower Rock 9.37 0.04 19.34 0.08 28.71 0.12 
TOTAL 38.31 0.04 67.31 0.06 105.62 0.10 
  5Y Flood Frequency Extent: Wetland Acres 
Watershed (WS) LWA % WS PWA % WS TOTAL % WS 
Upper Four Mile 3.28 0.02 3.06 0.02 6.34 0.03 
Lower Four Mile 6.40 0.03 3.71 0.01 10.11 0.04 
Upper Rock 0.11 0.00 7.92 0.04 8.04 0.04 
Bluff 5.95 0.02 4.93 0.02 10.88 0.00 
Lower Rock 19.94 0.08 10.72 0.04 30.66 0.13 
TOTAL 35.68 0.03 30.33 0.03 66.02 0.06 
  10Y Flood Frequency Extent: Wetland Acres 
Watershed (WS) LWA % WS PWA % WS TOTAL % WS 
Upper Four Mile 0.59 0.00 1.49 0.01 2.09 0.01 
Lower Four Mile 2.56 0.01 2.31 0.01 4.87 0.02 
Upper Rock 0.52 0.00 3.57 0.02 4.09 0.02 
Bluff 0.43 0.00 2.08 0.01 2.51 0.01 
Lower Rock 3.25 0.01 6.14 0.03 9.39 0.04 
TOTAL 7.35 0.01 15.59 0.01 22.94 0.02 
  2-10Y Flood Frequency Extent: Wetland Acres 
Watershed (WS) LWA % WS PWA % WS TOTAL % WS 
Upper Four Mile 15.61 0.08 17.56 0.09 33.17 0.17 
Lower Four Mile 14.14 0.06 11.60 0.05 25.73 0.10 
Upper Rock 3.00 0.01 33.72 0.17 36.73 0.18 
Bluff 16.03 0.06 14.15 0.05 30.19 0.11 
Lower Rock 32.56 0.13 36.20 0.15 68.76 0.28 
TOTAL 81.35 0.08 113.23 0.11 194.58 0.19 
  Flood Frequency Extent 
Watershed (WS) % 2Y % 5Y % 10Y 
Upper Four Mile 74.60 19.10 6.30 
Lower Four Mile 41.82 39.27 18.91 
Upper Rock 66.99 21.88 11.13 
Bluff 55.64 36.04 8.32 
Lower Rock 41.76 44.58 13.66 

PWA = potential wetland area.  LWA = likely wetland area.  



Table 1-3. Inventory of riparian forest and other land uses occurring within two
active channel widths of one active channel width streams in the Rock Creek-Neosho 
HUC-10 and study area.

Acres % % Land Use for Riparian Area

Watershed
Riparian 
Forest Watershed Forest Develop Crop Grass Other

Elm 310.64 1.6 62.3 2.0 13.7 17.3 4.7

Upper Four Mile 351.79 1.4 60.7 0.0 4.9 31.1 3.3

Lower Four Mile 355.51 1.8 52.9 0.0 15.7 26.9 4.5

Upper Rock 496.74 1.9 70.7 0.0 5.4 21.5 2.4

Bluff 395.60 1.6 60.1 0.0 9.6 25.3 4.9

Lower Rock 700.94 2.4 54.8 0.0 26.9 14.9 3.4

Big John 798.58 2.4 40.1 2.8 43.8 11.0 2.4

Wright 200.48 1.5 58.7 0.0 21.7 14.1 5.5

Lake Kahola 1035.56 2.9 40.3 0.0 37.8 16.1 5.8

Riparian forest identified by heads-up analysis of Bing imagery and other land uses were identified 
by 2005 Kansas Land Cover Patterns data (KARS 2005).

Table 1-4. Classification of riparian forest cover in study area.

Riparian Forest Area (Acres) % Watershed %  Riparian Area

Watershed
<70% 
Cover

>70% 
Cover Total

<70% 
Cover

>70% 
Cover Total

<70% 
Cover

>70% 
Cover Total

Upper Four Mile 144.90 206.88 351.79 0.6 0.8 1.4 25.0 35.7 60.7

Lower Four Mile 161.10 194.41 355.51 0.8 1.0 1.8 24.0 28.9 52.9

Upper Rock 117.63 379.11 496.74 0.4 1.4 1.9 16.8 54.0 70.7

Bluff 94.24 301.37 395.60 0.4 1.2 1.6 14.3 45.8 60.1

Lower Rock 100.60 600.34 700.94 0.3 2.1 2.4 7.9 46.9 54.8

*Riparian forest areas were identified by heads-up analysis of Bing Imagery and clipped to a buffer 
extent twice the width of two active channels (2ACW = two bankfull channel widths) on either side of 
a one active width stream channel.
*The stream channel was excluded from the riparian forest inventory area.   
*Riparian forest cover was estimated based on Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) 
values for 2012 color-infrared National Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP) imagery for the study 
area.

Table 1-5. Inventory of riparian forest by flood frequency extent for study area.

  Riparian Forest Area by Flood Frequency Extent( Acres) % of Riparian Area

WS Name <2Y 2-5Y 5-10Y > 10Y Total <2Y 2-5Y 5-10Y > 10Y

Upper Four Mile 77.39 93.64 72.78 107.97 351.79 13.3 16.2 12.6 18.6

Lower Four Mile 85.39 78.62 87.18 104.32 355.51 12.7 11.7 13.0 15.5

Upper Rock 97.78 98.37 59.72 240.86 496.74 13.9 14.0 8.5 34.3

Bluff 43.08 56.98 98.98 196.57 395.60 6.5 8.7 15.0 29.9

Lower Rock 83.82 276.76 67.83 272.53 700.94 6.5 21.6 5.3 21.3

*Riparian area was defined as twice the active channel width located on each side of a one active 
channel width stream.



Table I-6. Functional categories of riparian area classified based on flood frequency extent
(FFE) and land use.

Riparian Category Area (Acres) Riparian Category Area (%)

WS Name PFC
At-

Risk
Non-

Function Establish Evaluate PFC
At-

Risk
Non-

Function Establish Evaluate

Upper Four Mile 171.03 72.78 107.97 28.13 199.90 29.5 12.6 18.6 4.9 34.5

Lower Four Mile 164.01 87.18 104.32 105.54 210.99 24.4 13.0 15.5 15.7 31.4

Upper Rock 196.15 59.72 240.86 37.59 167.78 27.9 8.5 34.3 5.4 23.9

Bluff 100.05 98.98 196.57 63.28 198.82 15.2 15.0 29.9 9.6 30.2

Lower Rock 360.58 67.83 272.53 344.45 234.40 28.2 5.3 21.3 26.9 18.3

*Riparian area is defined as twice active channel width (ACW) extent located on each side
of a one ACW stream or river. *PFC = proper functioning condition = forest land use located in less
than 5-year FFE. *At-risk = forest land located in 5 to 10 year FFE.  Non-function = non-functional forest 

land located in greater than 10-year FFE. *Establish = cropland located in riparian area. *Evaluate = 
grassland or other land use located in riparian area.

Table I-7.  Evaluation of in-field and GIS measurements, regression predictions, and LiDAR-
based calculations for sites visited in the study area.  

  Field 
(ft)

GIS 
(mi2)

Regional Curve 
(ft) LiDAR-based Estimate (ft) Calculated Variables

Watershed Site BkfD DA 5 BkfW BkfD BkfW FdpW W/D Slope Sinuosity Entrenchment Rosgen
Upper Four 
Mile 118 1.4 1.0 1.0 20.1 1.1 32.8 62.3 29 0.0056 1.4 1.9 Bc
Upper Four 
Mile 120 1.9 2.5 1.4 28.1 1.9 23.0 39.4 12 0.0095 1.4 1.7 Bc
Upper Four 
Mile 160 1.9 10.4 2.2 48.1 2.0 31.2 42.7 16 0.0042 1.2 1.4 F
Upper Four 
Mile 130 1.9 11.3 2.2 49.7 2.0 39.4 47.6 20 0.0029 1.2 1.2 F
Lower Four 
Mile 8, 10 3.5 54.9 3.7 89.8 3.6 96.8 130.6 27 0.0019 1.3 1.3 F

Upper Rock 3 2.1 6.2 1.8 39.8 2.1 28.5 41.0 13 0.0034 1.4 1.4 Bc

Upper Rock 93 1.4 3.1 1.5 30.8 1.5 20.7 28.5 14 0.0046 1.4 1.4 Bc

Bluff 23 1.4 2.2 1.3 27.0 1.5 19.7 42.0 13 0.0046 1.5 2.1 Bc

Bluff 24 1.7 4.1 1.6 34.0 1.8 24.0 52.5 13 0.0029 1.4 2.2 Bc

Bluff 22 2.1 4.1 1.6 34.1 2.2 28.5 59.1 13 0.0029 1.4 2.1 Bc

Bluff 21 1.8 4.7 1.7 35.7 1.8 39.4 62.3 21 0.0060 1.4 1.6 Bc

Lower Rock 54 1.5 2.9 1.5 29.8 1.5 23.6 49.2 15 0.0075 1.2 2.1 Bc

Lower Rock 62 3.4 52.2 3.6 88.1 3.6 59.1 128.0 16 0.0022 1.3 2.2 Bc

Lower Rock 58 4.4 62.8 3.8 94.4 4.6 59.1 98.4 13 0.0018 1.4 1.7 Bc

Lower Rock 34 6.0 121.2 4.7 120.7 4.6 57.4 82.0 13 0.0013 1.8 1.4 F*

Lower Rock 33 7.0 124.5 4.7 121.9 6.6 75.5 98.4 12 0.0007 2.4 1.3 F

BkfD = bankfull depth.  BkfW = bankfull width.  FldpW= flood-prone width.  DA = drainage area.  UP = upland.  
WET = wetland.  PWA = potential wetland area.  LWA = likely wetland area.  Rosgen refers to the Rosgen stream 
class identified by the variable inputs. * refers to marginal classification as “F.”



Table I-8.  Results of accuracy assessment for TWIP 4.0 wetland inventory by aerial 
reconnaissance of  Rock Creek-Neosho HUC-10. 

OBSERVED
UP WET TOTAL % CORRECT

PWA 57 74 131 56.5
LWA 40 66 106 62.3
TOTAL 97 140 237 59.1
 
 

UP = upland.  WET = wetland. PWA = potential wetland area.  LWA = likely wetland area.

Table I-9. Revised results of accuracy assessment for TWIP 4.0 wetland inventory 
by aerial reconnaissance of Rock Creek-Neosho HUC-10.

 
OBSERVED

UP WET TOTAL % CORRECT
PWA 53 74 127 58.3
LWA 31 66 97 68.0
TOTAL 84 140 224 62.5

Note: thirteen observations eliminated due to LiDAR “breach” error associated with railroad 
tracks in Bluff Creek watershed. UP = upland.  WET = wetland.  PWA = potential wetland area.  
LWA = likely wetland area.
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APPENDIX II
PART 1: WETLAND FIGURES



Figure II-1. Overview of Potential Wetland Sites Visited in Four Mile Creek, Rock Creek, and 
Bluff Creek Watersheds



Figure II-2. Plan View of Site 120, Wetland 1, and SP-1 in the Upper Four Mile Creek Watershed



Figure II-3. Plan View of Site 118, Wetland 2, and SP-2 in the Upper Four Mile Creek Watershed



Figure II-4. Plan View of Site 160 and the upland oxbow in the Upper Four Mile Creek Watershed



Figure II-5. Plan View of Site 130 and the upland oxbow in the Upper Four Mile Creek Watershed



Figure II-6. Plan View of Site 10 and the upland oxbow in the Lower Four Mile Creek Watershed



Figure II-7. Plan View of Site 33, SP-3, and the upland oxbow in the Lower Rock Creek  Watershed



Figure II-8. Plan View of Site 35, Wetland 3, and SP-4 in the Lower Rock Creek Watershed



Figure II-9. Plan View of Site 34, Wetland 4, and SP-5 in the Lower Rock Creek Watershed



Figure II-10. Plan View of Site 54, SP-6, and the upland oxbow in the Lower Rock Creek  Watershed



Figure II-11. Plan View of Site 58 and the upland oxbow in the Lower Rock Creek Watershed



Figure II-12. Plan View of Site 62, Wetland 5, and SP-7 in the Lower Rock Creek Watershed



Figure II-13. Plan View of Sites 3, 93, and 93E, Wetlands 6 and 7, and SP-8 and SP-9 in the Upper Rock 
Creek Watershed



Figure II-14. Plan View of Site 8, Wetland 8, and SP-11 in the Bluff Creek Watershed



Figure II-15. Plan View of Site 23, Wetland 9, and SP-12 and SP-13 in the Bluff Creek Watershed



Figure II-16. Plan View of Site 24, Wetland 10, and SP-14 and SP-15 in the Bluff Creek Watershed



Figure II-17. Plan View of Site 21 and the upland oxbow in the Bluff Creek Watershed



Figure II-18. Plan View of Site 22, Wetland 11, and SP-16 and SP-17 in the Bluff Creek Watershed



APPENDIX II
PART 2: GROUND PHOTOS



Photo 1. View of W-1 at Site 120 in the floodplain of 
Four Mile Creek. 

Photo 2. View of W-1 at Site 120 within 100 feet of  
Four Mile Creek. 

Photo
Not 

Available

Photo 3. View at upland oxbow upstream of Site 120.  Photo 4. View at a wetland east of Site 120 that was 
created inadvertently by rock quarry operations.  

Photo 5.  View at W-1, a man-made pond with a fringe 
of wetland (Site 120) adjacent to the floodplain of Four 
Mile Creek.  

Photo 6. One view of Site 160, an upland oxbow, in 
riparian woods of Four Mile Creek. 



Photo 7. View of the upland oxbow at Site 130, located 
in riparian woods along Four Mile Creek.  

Photo 8. View of the upland oxbow at Sample Plot 10 
at Site 10, located in riparian woods along Four Mile 
Creek. 

Photo 9.  View at the wooded upland oxbow at Site 33, 
an upland oxbow in the floodplain of Rock Creek.  

Photo 10. View at SP-3 taken at Site 33, an upland 
oxbow in the floodplain of Rock Creek. 

Photo 11. View at a portion of W-3, a wetland oxbow at 
Site 35 located west of Rock Creek.  

Photo 12. View at W-3 dominated by giant ragweed at 
Site 35 oxbow.  



Photo 13. View at W-4 at Site 34 located in an oxbow 
west of Rock Creek. 

Photo 14. View at another portion of W-4 at Site 34 in 
an oxbow west of Rock Creek. 

Photo 15. View at Site 54, an upland oxbow upslope of 
Upper Rock Creek. SP-6 was taken at this point. 

Photo 16. View downslope at Site 58, a wheat field that 
was inundated in 2012 per aerial photograph review.   
 

Photo 17.  View upslope (east) at W-4 at Site 62, a 
wetland oxbow, a portion of which was graded to 
ensure proper drainage. 

Photo 18. View at a vegetated portion of W-4 at Site 
62 near where SP-7 was dug.  



Photo 19. View at Site 3, an oxbow composed of 
upland and wetland portions. W-6 and SP-8 are located 
here.  

Photo 20. View at Site 93, an upland oxbow in a 
pasture on a tributary of Rock Creek.  

Photo 21.  View at W-7, a very small wetland located in 
the lowest lying area of an oxbow at Site 93E adjacent 
to a tributary of Rock Creek.  

Photo 22. View at W-8 at Site 8 located in pastureland 
along Bluff Creek. 

Photo 23. View at the start of the second wetland 
oxbow (W-8) at Site 8 located in pastureland along Bluff 
Creek.  

Photo 24. View at W-9 at the narrower portion of the 
oxbow of Site 23. SP-12 was taken here. 



Photo 25. View at W-9 at the wider portion of the 
oxbow of Site 23 closer to Bluff. SP-13 was taken here. 

Photo 26. View at SP-14 and W-10 at Site 24, a 
wetland oxbow upslope of Bluff Creek.  
 

Photo 27.  View at SP-15 at Site 24, a wetland oxbow 
(W-10), within 150 feet of Bluff Creek. 

Photo 28. View at Site 21, an upland oxbow on a 
tributary to Bluff Creek. 

Photo 29. View at SP-16 at W-11, a wetland oxbow 
adjacent to Bluff Creek. 

Photo 30. View at SP-17 at W-11, a wetland oxbow 
adjacent to Bluff Creek. 
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APPENDIX II
PART 4: WETLAND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS
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APPENDIX II
PART 5: WATER QUALITY DATA



Table II-1. Summary of Water Quality Data



APPENDIX III
FOREST INVENTORY DATA



APPENDIX III

PART 1. LIST OF TREE SPECIES



Table III-1. Tree Species List.
Common Name Scientific Name
Green Ash Fraxinus pennsylvanica
Black Walnut Juglans nigra
American Elm Ulmus americana
Hackberry Celtis occidentalis
Honey Locust Gleditsia triacanthos
Kentucky Coffee tree Gymnocladus dioica
Red and White Mulberry Morus rubra and M. alba
Bur Oak Quercus macrocarpa
Osage Orange Maclura pomifera

*Bitternut Hickory Carya cordiformis
*Boxelder Acer negundo
*Western Buckeye Aesculus glabra
*Eastern Red cedar Juniperus virginiana
*Paw Paw Asimina triloba
*Pecan Carya illinoensis
*Redbud Cercis canadensis
*Silver Maple Acer saccharinum
*American Sycamore Platanus occidentalis
* grouped as “Other” in some analyses



APPENDIX III
PART 2. GROUND PHOTOGRAPHS



Photo 1. Excessive cattle presence within riparian areas was the most significant observed threat to 
riparian forest health. Site 120, Four Mile Creek watershed.

Photo 2. Evidence of forest management was recorded in plots and included: fuelwood harvest at 
Site 118 at Four Mile Creek (left), FSI marking Site 34 at Rock Creek (center), and timber harvest 
Site 8 at Bluff Creek (right). 



Photo 3. Site 118 in Four Mile Creek represented one of the lowest FHI scores of the project (0.3) 
due to low BA, TA, and RA, minimal understory, excessive cattle use, and the canopy and 
regeneration being dominated by non-riparian species such as honey locust and Osage orange.

Photo 4. Site 24 in Bluff Creek represented a moderate FHI score of 0.6 due to adequate BA, TA, 
and RA, cattle use resulting in patchy understory, lack of active management, and relatively low 
species diversity.



Photo 5. Site 34 in Rock Creek represented one of the highest FHI scores of the project of 0.8 due to 
adequate BA, TA, RA, exclusion of cattle, evidence of active forest management, dense understory, 
relatively high species diversity, and the presence of wildlife mast species (i.e., black walnut and 
oak). 



APPENDIX IV.
Wetland Program Plan


